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CROWN

The Hiding Place
A Novel

C. J. Tudor
Publicist: Sarah Breivogel | 212-572-2722 | sbreivogel@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

The thrilling second novel from the author of The Chalk Man, about a
teacher with a hidden agenda who returns to settle scores at a school he
once attended, only to uncover an even darker secret.
Joe never wanted to come back to Arnhill. After the way things ended with his old gang
when his sister went missing, the last thing he wanted to do was return to his hometown.
But Joe doesn’t have a choice, because judging by what was done to that poor Morton kid,
what happened all those years ago to Joe’s sister is happening again.
Lying his way into a teaching job at his former high school is the easy part. Facing off
with former friends who are none too happy to have him back in town is tougher. But
the hardest part of all will be returning to that abandoned mine where it all went wrong.
Because for Joe, the worst moment of his life wasn’t the day his sister went missing—it was
the day she came back.
AUTHOR BIO
C. J. TUDOR is the author of The Chalk Man and lives in Nottingham, England, with her
partner and three-year-old daughter. Over the years she has worked as a copywriter,
television presenter, voice-over artist, and dog walker. Tudor is now thrilled to be able to
write full-time and doesn’t miss chasing wet dogs through muddy fields all that much.
Crown
9781524761011
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Fiction—Thrillers—Suspense

PRAISE FOR THE CHALK MAN
“Tudor never misses a beat in showing each character as both a
child and an adult while also exploring the foreboding environs
of a small town.” —ASSOCIATED PRESS
“Utterly hypnotic . . . A dark star is born.” —A. J. FINN, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window
“Wonderfully creepy—like a cold blade on the back of your neck.”
—LEE CHILD

CROWN
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Gray Day

My Undercover Mission to Expose America’s First Cyber Spy

Eric O’Neill
Publicist: Rachel Rokicki | 212-782-8455 | rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A cybersecurity expert and former FBI “ghost” tells the thrilling story of
how he helped take down notorious FBI mole Robert Hanssen, the first
Russian cyber spy.
Eric O’Neill was only 26 when he was tapped for the case of a lifetime: a one-on-one
undercover investigation of the FBI’s top target, a man suspected of spying for the
Russians for nearly two decades. With zero training in face-to-face investigation, O’Neill
found himself in a windowless, high-security office in Washington, DC, tasked officially
with helping the FBI secure its outdated computer system against hackers and spies—and
unofficially with collecting evidence against his new boss, the exacting and rage-prone
Robert Hanssen. In the months that follow, O’Neill’s self-esteem and young marriage
unravel under the pressure of life in Room 9930, and he questions the very purpose of his
mission. But as Hanssen outmaneuvers an intelligence community struggling to keep up
with the new reality of cybersecurity, he also teaches O’Neill the game of spycraft. O’Neill
will just have to learn to outplay his teacher if he wants to win.
AUTHOR BIO
ERIC O’NEILL is a cybersecurity expert and former FBI counterterrorism and
counterintelligence operative. He is the founder of the Georgetown Group, a premier
investigative and security services firm, and serves as national security strategist for
Carbon Black. O’Neill lectures internationally about cybersecurity and has appeared as a
national security expert on CNN and Fox.
Crown
9780525573524
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Political Science—Intelligence & Espionage

CROWN
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The Book of Dreams
A Novel

Nina George
Publicist: Gwyneth Stansfield | 212-366-2201 | gstansfield@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

The next novel from Nina George, author of the bestsellers The Little Paris
Bookshop and The Little French Bistro, about the spaces between lives and
realities, and loves both lost and coming home.
When Henri ends up in a coma after rescuing a young girl from the Thames, his ex-
girlfriend Eddie discovers that she was listed as Henri’s next of kin in his living will. While
Henri lies in a hospital bed, he revisits the boyhood he spent with his grandfather, who fed
him a steady diet of Breton fish and fairy tales.
Meanwhile, Sam, Henri’s teenage son, has never known his father—Henri was in love
with his mother, but too afraid of love to make a relationship work. Yet Sam has a deeper
connection to his father than most children his age. Sam and Eddie, each previously
unaware of the other, slowly begin to carve out an unexpected friendship, but when Sam is
on his way to meet his father for the first time, tragedy strikes.
Full of captivating characters, and by placing the serious questions of life and death
alongside an engrossing story, The Book of Dreams asks with grace and gravitas what we
will find meaningful in our lives after we are gone.
AUTHOR BIO
NINA GEORGE is the author of the bestselling international phenomenon The Little Paris
Bookshop, as well as numerous other books that have been published around the world.
She also works as a journalist, and an advocate for women’s rights. George lives with her
husband in Berlin and Brittany, France.
Crown
9780525572534
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Fiction—Literary

PRAISE FOR THE LITTLE FRENCH BISTRO
“George beautifully evokes Brittany with its rocky shores,
crustacean-rich waters and Celtic origins . . . It’s no spoiler
to say this novel offers a happy ending—and a satisfying one,
as well.” —WASHINGTON POST
“A luscious and uplifting tale of personal redemption in the
tradition of Eat, Pray, Love.” —KIRKUS REVIEWS
“If you’re looking to be charmed right out of your own life for
a few hours, sit down with this wise and winsome novel . . .
Everything happens just as you want it to.” —OPRAH.COM
CROWN
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The Hill to Die On

The Battle for Congress and the Future of Trump’s America

Anna Palmer and Jake Sherman
Publicist: Penny Simon | 865-675-1705 | psimon@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Julia Bradshaw | 212-572-6049 | jubradshaw@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

The inside story of the battle to control Congress and the unsparing fight
for advantage in the 2018 midterm elections.

Anna Palmer

With control of both the House and Senate up for grabs in 2018, and the direction of
the nation resting on the outcome, never has a more savage, unrelenting fight been
waged in the raptor cage that is the U.S. Congress. From the torrid struggle between the
conservative Freedom Caucus and Speaker Paul Ryan for control of the house, to the
sexual assault accusations against Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh that threw the Senate
into turmoil, to the pitched battles across America in primaries, the road to the midterm
election has been paved with chaos and intrigue. And that’s before one considers that
it’s all refracted through the kaleidoscopic lens of President Trump, who can turn any
situation on its head with just a single tweet. With inside access that ushers readers deep
into the inner workings and hidden secrets of party leadership, Politco Playbook writers
Anna Palmer and Jake Sherman trace the strategy and the impulsiveness, the deal-making
and the backstabbing, in a blow-by-blow account of the power struggle roiling the halls of
Congress. The Hill to Die On will be an unforgettable story of power and politics, where the
stakes are nothing less than the future of America under Trump.
AUTHOR BIO
ANNA PALMER and JAKE SHERMAN are senior writers for Politico and the coauthors of
Politico Playbook. Palmer was previously a coauthor of the Politico Influence and a writer
for Roll Call and Legal Times. Sherman is a graduate of George Washington University and
Columbia University, and has also worked at the Wall Street Journal.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Crown
9780525574743
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Political Sciene—Political Process—Campaigns & Elections

Jake Sherman

CROWN
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The Paris Diversion
A Novel

Chris Pavone
Publicist: Sarah Breivogel | 212-572-2722 | sbreivogel@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Kate Moore is back in an unputdownable thriller about a terror attack in
Paris—and it may involve her own family.
After the events of The Expats, Kate Moore and her husband, Dexter, left Luxembourg and
settled in Paris. It’s not perfect, but they’re working on their marriage and Kate has made
friends with the other expat moms. The last thing she expects when she hears sirens while
dropping Ben and Jake off at school is for her entire life to be turned upside down in just
a few short hours.
With a suicide bomber outside the Louvre, a tech CEO and old nemesis of Dexter’s
missing, and no orders coming from Langley, Kate must partner with a French agent to
figure out who is orchestrating the attack on Paris. Minute by minute, she comes closer to
the truth—that the past she hoped she’d left behind might be closer than she thinks. And if
she can’t stop the shadowy figure behind it all, Paris may never be the same.
AUTHOR BIO
CHRIS PAVONE is the New York Times bestselling author of The Travelers, The Accident, and
The Expats, winner of Edgar and Anthony Awards for best first novel. He was a book editor
for nearly two decades and lives in New York City with his family.
Crown
9781524761509
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Fiction—Thrillers—Suspense

PRAISE FOR CHRIS PAVONE
“[Pavone is] a reliable new must-read in the world of thrillers.”
—NEW YORK TIMES
“Chris Pavone is a master craftsman. A natural storyteller.
Whether we’re being driven around Paris in a car trunk or
walking through the Luxembourg Gardens, his descriptions
leap off the page. The Paris Diversion is a terrific read.”
—JASON MATTHEWS, New York Times bestselling author of the
Red Sparrow trilogy
“The Paris Diversion does far more than divert; it grips us from
the very beginning and doesn’t let go.” —JEFFERY DEAVER,
New York Times bestselling author of The Cutting Edge

CROWN
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The Lost Night

Wunderland

Andrea Bartz

Jennifer Cody Epstein

Publicist: Sarah Breivogel | 212-572-2722
sbreivogel@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Christine Johnston | 212-572-6067
chjohnston@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

What really happened the night Edie died?
Her best friend, Lindsay, is unprepared for
the truth.

A portrait of friendship severed by history,
and a sweeping saga of wartime and legacy
by an award-winning novelist.

In 2009, in a loft complex in Brooklyn, Edie was the
star of a group of graduates. Mercurial and beguiling,
she had the social world in her thrall. And so when
Edie committed suicide at the end of a long, drunken
night, no one could believe it. Suffering from a mix of
grief, shock, and resentment, each friend turned to
their own corner, and for years, that’s where
they stayed.
A decade later, Lindsay has a thriving career in
magazines and true adult friendships. But when
a chance reunion leads Lindsay to discover an
unsettling video from that night, she starts to wonder
if Edie was actually murdered—and, worse, if she
was involved. As she riffles through those months in
2009—combing through case files, old technology,
and her own fractured memory—Lindsay is forced to
confront the demons of her history to bring the truth
to light.

East Village, 1989: Things had never been easy
between Ava Fisher and her mother, Ilse. Too many
questions hovered between them: Who was Ava’s
father? Where had Ilse been during the war? Ilse
always refused to answer, but now her ashes have
arrived from Germany, along with a trove of unsent
letters addressed to someone else llse never
mentioned. As her mother’s letters unfurl a dark past,
Ava spirals deep into the shocking history of a woman
she never truly knew.
Berlin, 1933: Ilse and Renate have been inseparable
since childhood. But as the Nazi party tightens its
grip on the city, the young women find their friendship
under siege—and Ilse’s increasing involvement in the
Hitler Youth movement leaves them on opposing sides.
Then the Nuremberg Laws force Renate to confront
a long-buried family secret, and a catastrophic
betrayal begins.

A Novel

PRAISE FOR THE LOST NIGHT
“Andrea Bartz casts a nostalgic, misty haze over this
story about a meticulously minded woman playing
detective with her own life. If you’ve ever woken
up unsure of what happened the night before and
then proceeded to do it again . . . oh my, this is
your book.” —CAROLINE KEPNES, author of You
and Providence
“A compulsively readable journey into the dark
corners of memory. Bartz has crafted a terrifying
and delicious narrative in the vein of Gillian Flynn
and Paula Hawkins.” —JO PIAZZA, bestselling
coauthor of The Knockoff

A Novel

AUTHOR BIO

Crown
9780525576907
4/23/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Fiction—Historical—World War II

ANDREA BARTZ is a Brooklyn-based journalist and
coauthor of the blog-turned-book Stuff Hipsters Hate
(Ulysses Press, 2010), which The New Yorker called
“depressingly astute.” Her work has appeared in the
Wall Street Journal, Marie Claire, Vogue, Cosmopolitan,
Women’s Health, Martha Stewart Living, Redbook,
Elle, and many other outlets, and she’s held editorial
positions at Glamour, Psychology Today, and Self,
among other publications.

JENNIFER CODY EPSTEIN is the author of the
international bestseller The Painter from Shanghai
and The Gods of Heavenly Punishment, winner of the
2014 Asian-Pacific American Librarians Association
Honor Award for outstanding fiction. She has written
for the Wall Street Journal, Vogue, Self, Mademoiselle,
and many other publications. Epstein has an MFA in
fiction from Columbia University and a master’s of
international affairs from the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies. She lives in Brooklyn
with her husband and two daughters.

Crown
9780525574712
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Fiction—Thrillers—Suspense
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CROWN

AUTHOR BIO

CROWN
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All the Lives We Ever Lived

Crown
9781524760625
1/22/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Autobiography—
Personal Memoirs

American Heroin

Seeking Solace in Virginia Woolf

A Novel

Katharine Smyth

Melissa Scrivner Love

Publicist: Julia Bradshaw | 212-572-6049 | jubradshaw@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Julia Bradshaw | 212-572-6049 | jubradshaw@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A wise, moving memoir about the power of literature to light
our way through loss, centered around Virginia Woolf’s To the
Lighthouse.

A thriller about a woman who will stop at nothing to protect her
growing drug empire, even if she has to go to war with a rival
cartel . . . or her own family.

AUTHOR BIO
KATHARINE SMYTH received her MFA in nonfiction from Columbia University. She
lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Crown
9780525573128
2/19/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Fiction—Thrillers—Crime

16

MELISSA SCRIVNER LOVE is the Edgar Award–nominated author of Lola. She has
written for television shows, including Life, CSI: Miami, Person of Interest, and
Fear the Walking Dead.

Empty Planet

See You in the Piazza

Darrell Bricker and John Ibbitson

Frances Mayes

Publicist: Penny Simon | 865-675-1705 | psimon@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Gwyneth Stansfield | 212-366-2201 | gstansfield@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A provocative argument that the global population will soon
begin to decline, dramatically reshaping the social, political, and
economic landscape

Bestselling author Frances Mayes discovers the hidden pleasures
of each region in Italy, with inventive new recipes celebrating
Italian cuisine.

The Shock of Global Population Decline

Crown
9781984823212
Hardcover
2/5/2019
$26.00
Social Science—
Demography

AUTHOR BIO

New Places to Discover in Italy

AUTHOR BIO
DARRELL BRICKER is chief executive officer of Ipsos Public Affairs, the world’s
leading social and opinion research firm. JOHN IBBITSON is writer at large for the
Globe and Mail, Canada’s national newspaper.

CROWN

Crown
9780451497697
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Travel—Europe—Italy

CROWN

AUTHOR BIO
FRANCES MAYES is the author of seven books about Tuscany, including the now-
classic Under the Tuscan Sun, which was a New York Times bestseller for more
than two and a half years.
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Rachel Rokicki

Director of Publicity
Crown, Hogarth, and SJP for Hogarth
212-782-8455 · rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

HOGARTH

The Old Drift
A Novel

Namwali Serpell
Publicist: Julia Bradshaw | 212-572-6049 | jubradshaw@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Rachel Rokicki | 212-782-8455 | rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A sweeping, ambitious tale of three families who are plagued by a curse
over the course of generations—following them from India, Italy, and
England until their tangled fates converge in Zambia.
Three families intersect over three generations, traveling from India, Italy, England,
and ultimately Zambia: a country that becomes a character itself, from Livingstone’s
“discovery” of Victoria Falls in 1855 to a brilliantly imagined Southern Africa of 2050. Split
into three Books—the Grandmothers, the Mothers, and the Children—the story follows
these families with beautifully human detail, all framed by an interstitial Greek chorus: the
voice of a swarm of mosquitoes.
AUTHOR BIO
NAMWALI SERPELL was born in Zambia in 1980. Her writing has been featured in Tin House,
n+1, and McSweeney’s, among other publications. In 2011, Serpell received a Rona Jaffe
Foundation Writers’ Award, and her first published short story was selected for The Best
American Short Stories 2009. Serpell won the Caine Prize for African Writing in 2015.
Hogarth
9781101907146
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Fiction—Literary

PRAISE FOR THE OLD DRIFT
“In turn charming, heartbreaking, and breathtaking, The Old Drift
is a staggeringly ambitious, genre-busting multigenerational
saga with moxie for days. I wanted it to go on forever. A worthy
heir to Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude.”
—CARMEN MARIA MACHADO
“An astonishing novel, a riot for the senses, filled with the music
and scents and sensations of Zambia. Namwali Serpell writes
about people, land, and longing with such compassionate humor
and precision, there’s an old wisdom in these pages. In short,
make room on your shelf next to a few of your other favorites:
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Tsitsi Dangarembga, and Edwidge
Danticat jump to mind. It’s brilliant. This woman was born to
write!” —ALEXANDRA FULLER

HOGARTH

21

The Pisces

PRAISE FOR THE PISCES
“In recounting one woman’s star-crossed
relationship with a folkloric beau, Ms. Broder has
crafted a modern-day mythology for women on the
verge—if everything on the surface stops making
sense, all you need to do is dive deeper.”
—NEW YORK TIMES
“A page turner of a novel . . . The Pisces is many
things: a jaunt in a fabulous voice, a culture
critique of Los Angeles, an explicit tour of all
kinds of sex (both really good and really bad) . . .
Broder’s voice has a funny, frank Amy Schumer feel
to it, injected with moments of a Lydia Davis–type
abstraction.” —WASHINGTON POST
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Normal People

A Novel

A Novel

Melissa Broder

Sally Rooney

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537
crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Christine Johnston | 212-572-6067
chjohnston@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

An original, imaginative, and hilarious debut
novel about love, anxiety, and sea creatures.

A wondrous and wise new novel from Sally
Rooney, winner of the Sunday Times Young
Writer of the Year Award 2017.

Lucy has been writing her dissertation for nine
years when she and her boyfriend break up, and
after she bottoms out in Phoenix, her sister in Los
Angeles insists Lucy dog-sit for the summer. Annika’s
home is a glass cube on Venice Beach, but Lucy can
find little relief from her anxiety—not in her love-
addiction therapy group, not in Tinder, not even in the
foxhound’s easy affection.
Everything changes when Lucy meets an eerily
attractive swimmer while sitting alone on the beach.
But when Lucy learns the truth about his identity,
their relationship—and Lucy’s understanding of
love—takes a very unexpected turn. Pairing hilarious
frankness with pulse-racing eroticism, The Pisces is a
story about falling in obsessive love with a merman: a
figure of sirenic fantasy whose existence pushes Lucy
to question everything she thought she knew.
AUTHOR BIO
MELISSA BRODER is the author of the essay collection
So Sad Today and four poetry collections, including
Last Sext. Her poetry has appeared in Poetry, The
Iowa Review, Tin House, and Guernica, and she is the
recipient of a Pushcart Prize. Broder writes the So Sad
Today column at Vice, the astrology column for Lenny
Letter, and the Beauty and Death column on Elle.com.
She lives in Los Angeles.
Hogarth
9781524761561
2/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.00
Fiction—Literary

HOGARTH

PRAISE FOR CONVERSATIONS WITH FRIENDS
“A writer of rare confidence, with a lucid, exacting
style . . . [O]ne wonderful aspect of Rooney’s
consistently wonderful novel is the fierce clarity
with which she examines the self-delusion that so
often festers alongside presumed self-knowledge
. . . But Rooney’s natural power is as a psychological
portraitist.” —THE NEW YORKER, on Conversations
with Friends
“Sharp, funny, thought-provoking . . . a really great
portrait of two young women as they’re figuring
out how to be adults.” —CELESTE NG, Late Night
with Seth Meyers podcast, on Conversations
with Friends

HOGARTH

Connell Waldron is one of the most popular boys in
his small-town high school: a star of the football team,
an excellent student, and the class heartthrob. He
has everything but money, while Marianne Sheridan—
plain-looking, odd, and intensely private—is well-off
but has no friends to speak of. There is, however, an
undeniable connection between the two, one that
develops into a secret relationship.
Everything changes when both Connell and
Marianne are accepted to Trinity College. Suddenly
Marianne is elegant and well-liked, while Connell
hangs at the sidelines. And throughout their college
years, Marianne and Connell circle each other,
straying toward other people but magnetically drawn
back to where they started. And as Marianne veers
into self-destruction, Connell must decide how far he
is willing to go for his oldest friend.
AUTHOR BIO
SALLY ROONEY was born in the west of Ireland in 1991.
Winner of the Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year
Award in 2017, she studied English at Trinity College,
Dublin, and is the author of Conversations with
Friends. She is the editor of the Irish literary journal
The Stinging Fly.
Hogarth
9781984822178
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Fiction—Coming-of-A ge
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The Sky Is Yours

Hogarth
9780451496270
1/29/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Literary

Small Country

A Novel

A Novel

Chandler Klang Smith

Gaël Faye

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A sprawling, genre-defying epic set in a dystopian city plagued
by dragons, this critically acclaimed debut is Jane Austen meets
Blade Runner.

A prize-winning bestseller in France, an evocative coming-of-age
story of a young boy, a lost childhood, and a shattered homeland.
AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
CHANDLER KLANG SMITH is a fiction writer from Springfield, Illinois. She
graduated from Bennington College and has an MFA from Columbia University.
Smith currently lives in New York City.

Hogarth
9781524759889
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.00
Fiction—Literary

The White Book

Gun Love

Han Kang

A Novel

Publicist: Gwyneth Stansfield | 212-366-2201 | gstansfield@penguinrandomhouse.com

Jennifer Clement

SUMMARY

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

From Booker Prize–winner and literary phenomenon Han Kang,
a lyrical and disquieting exploration of grief, written through the
prism of the color white.

SUMMARY

A New York Times Editor’s Choice: the searing, unforgettable story
of a young girl’s resilience, by the award-winning author of Prayers
for the Stolen.

AUTHOR BIO
Hogarth
9780525573067
2/19/2019
Hardcover
$22.00
Fiction—Psychological

24

Author and hip-hop artist GAËL FAYE was born in 1982 in Burundi to a French
father and Rwandan mother. In 1995, after the outbreak of the civil war and the
Rwandan genocide, the family moved to France. Small Country is being published
in thirty-five countries worldwide.

A participant in the International Writing Program at the University of Iowa,
HAN KANG has won the Man Booker, among many other prizes. She currently
works as a professor in the department of creative writing at the Seoul Institute
of the Arts.

HOGARTH

Hogarth
9781524761691
3/12/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Coming-of-A ge

HOGARTH

AUTHOR BIO
JENNIFER CLEMENT is the author of Widow Basquiat and was awarded an NEA
Literature Fellowship and the Sara Curry Humanitarian Award for Prayers for the
Stolen. The president of PEN International, Clement currently lives in Mexico City.
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Rachel Rokicki

Director of Publicity
Crown, Hogarth, and SJP for Hogarth
212-782-8455 · rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

SJP FOR
HOGARTH

A Place for Us

Dawn

Fatima Farheen Mirza

Selahattin Demirtas

Publicist: Rachel Rokicki | 212-782-8455
rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Rachel Rokicki | 212-782-8455
rrokicki@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The first novel from SJP for Hogarth: a deeply
moving and resonant story of love, identity,
and belonging. A New York Times bestseller.

The extraordinary short story collection
from Selahattin Demirtas, “the dynamic
Kurdish politician who [has] evoked
comparisons to President Obama” (New York
Times).

A Novel

Stories

As an Indian wedding gathers a family back together,
parents Rafiq and Layla must reckon with the choices
their children have made. There is Hadia, their
headstrong, eldest daughter; Huda, the middle
child, determined to follow in her sister’s footsteps;
and their estranged son, Amar, who returns for the
first time in years to take his place as brother of the
bride. What betrayals caused this close-knit family to
fracture? Can Amar find his way back to the people
who know and love him best?
A Place for Us is a book for our times: an
astonishingly tenderhearted novel of identity and
belonging, and a resonant portrait of what it means
to be an American family today. It announces Fatima
Farheen Mirza as a major new literary talent.
PRAISE FOR A PLACE FOR US
“Absolutely gorgeous . . . Each time I stole away into
this novel, it felt like a privilege to dwell among
these people, to fall back under the gentle light of
Mirza’s words.” —RON CHARLES, Washington Post
“Ambitious . . . a family epic that is textured and
keenly felt.” —NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
“The thinking person’s summer read, a rich and
layered tale about family and assimilation.”
—ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

28

AUTHOR BIO

* COVER NOT FINAL
SJP for Hogarth
9780525576938
4/23/2019
Hardcover
$22.00
Fiction—Literary

AUTHOR BIO
FATIMA FARHEEN MIRZA was born in 1991 and
raised in California. She is a graduate of the Iowa
Writers’ Workshop and a recipient of the Michener-
Copernicus Fellowship.
*COVER NOT FINAL
SJP for Hogarth
9781524763565
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Fiction—Literary

SJP FOR HOGARTH

SJP FOR HOGARTH

SELAHATTIN DEMIRTAS is a Turkish politician of Zaza
Kurdish descent, and co-chair of the pro-Kurdish
People’s Democratic Party (HDP) in Turkey, arguably
one of the country’s most important opposition
parties. He has been imprisoned since November
2016. In 2018, Demirtaş ran as the presidential
candidate of the HDP in Turkey’s presidential election
from prison. Written during his time there, Dawn is
his first work of fiction. Originally from Ohio, AMY
SPANGLER moved to Turkey in 1999, where she has
lived ever since. She is co-founder of AnatoliaLit
Agency, and her published book translations
include The City in Crimson Cloak by Asli Erdogan
and Noontime in Yenişehir by Sevgi Soysal. KATE
FERGUSON moved to Istanbul in 2007. She has
translated a number of non fiction books and
reports on issues of human rights, and is one of the
translators of Hah! by Birgül Oğuz. She currently works
as an instructor in the Department of Translation and
Interpreting Studies at Boğaziçi University, Istanbul.
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TIM DUGGAN
BOOKS

The Road to Unfreedom

The Growth Delusion

Timothy Snyder

David Pilling

Publicist: Dyana Messina | 212-572-2098
dmessina@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

Russia, Europe, America

Wealth, Poverty, and the Well-Being of Nations

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A provocative critique of the pieties and fallacies of our obsession
with economic growth.

From the author of On Tyranny comes
a stunning chronicle of the rise of
authoritarianism from Russia to America.

PRAISE FOR THE ROAD TO UNFREEDOM
“A brilliant and disturbing analysis, which should be
read by anyone wishing to understand the political
crisis currently engulfing the world.” —Y UVAL NOAH
HARARI, author of Sapiens
“We are living in dangerous times, Timothy Snyder
argues forcefully and eloquently in his new
book. . . . To understand Putin, Snyder argues
persuasively, you must understand his ideas. . . .
The Road to Unfreedom is a good wake-up call.”
—MARGARET MACMILLAN, New York Times Book
Review

32

With the end of the Cold War, the victory of liberal
democracy seemed final. Observers declared the end
of history, confident in a peaceful, globalized future.
This faith was misplaced. Authoritarianism returned
to Russia, as Putin found fascist ideas that could be
used to justify rule by the wealthy. In the 2010s, it has
spread from east to west, aided by Russian warfare in
Ukraine and cyberwar in Europe and the United States.
In this forceful and unsparing work of contemporary
history, based on vast research as well as personal
reporting, Snyder goes beyond the headlines to
expose the true nature of the threat to democracy
and law. By revealing the stark choices before us,
Snyder restores our understanding of the basis of
our way of life, offering a way forward in a time of
terrible uncertainty.

AUTHOR BIO
Tim Duggan Books
9780525572510
1/29/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Business & Economics—
Economic History

The Language of Kindness
A Nurse’s Story

AUTHOR BIO

Christie Watson

TIMOTHY SNYDER is the Levin Professor of History at
Yale University and the author of the books On Tyranny,
Black Earth, and Bloodlands. His work has received
the literature award of the American Academy of Arts
and Letters, the Hannah Arendt Prize, and the Leipzig
Book Prize for European Understanding. Snyder lives
in New Haven, Connecticut.
Tim Duggan Books
9780525574477
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Political Science—History & Theory

TIM DUGGAN BOOKS

DAVID PILLING is an associate editor at the Financial Times, where he has
reported on business, economics, and politics from London, Chile, Argentina,
Tokyo, and Hong Kong. Pillings is currently the Africa editor, based in London.

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A moving, lyrical, beautifully written portrait of a nurse’s career
and the lives she has touched.
AUTHOR BIO
Tim Duggan Books
9781524761646
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Biography &
Autobiography—Medical

CHRISTIE WATSON’s first novel, Tiny Sunbirds Far Away, won the Costa First Novel
Award and her second novel, Where Women Are Kings, was also published to
international critical acclaim. Watson lives in London.

TIM DUGGAN BOOKS
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BROADWAY BOOKS

Star of the North

The Girl Who Smiled Beads

D. B. John

Clemantine Wamariya
and Elizabeth Weil

A Novel

A Story of War and What Comes After

Publicist: Sarah Breivogel | 212-572-2722
sbreivogel@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Penny Simon | 865-675-1705
psimon@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A thriller about a woman rescuing her sister
from North Korea, and the North Koreans
with whom she forms an alliance.

PRAISE FOR STAR OF THE NORTH
“A thrilling tale of abduction and escape in North
Korea . . . highly entertaining.” —WASHINGTON POST
“Extraordinary . . . smart, sophisticated,
suspenseful—and important. If you try one new
thing this year, make it Star of the North.”
—LEE CHILD

In 1998, a Korean American teenager is kidnapped
from a South Korean beach by North Korean
operatives. Twelve years later, her twin sister, Jenna,
is still searching for her and ends up on the radar of
the CIA. When evidence that her sister may be alive
in North Korea comes to light, Jenna will do anything
to rescue her—including undertaking a daring mission
into the heart of the regime. Her story is braided
together with two other narrative threads. In one, a
North Korean woman finds a forbidden international-
aid balloon and uses it to launch a black-market
business. In the other, a high-ranking North Korean
official discovers that he may be descended from
a traitor, a fact that could mean his death if it is
revealed. As the novel progresses, these narrative
strands converge in surprising ways, ultimately
building to an explosive climax.
AUTHOR BIO
D. B. JOHN was born in Wales. He began training as a
lawyer but switched to a career in publishing, editing
popular children’s books on history and science. In
2009 he moved to Berlin, Germany, to write his first
novel, Flight from Berlin. A visit to North Korea in 2012
inspired Star of the North. He lives in Angel, London.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Broadway Books
9780525573852
2/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Thrillers—Suspense
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“The plot provided by the universe was filled
with starvation, war, and rape. I would not—
could not—live in that tale.”

PRAISE FOR THE GIRL WHO SMILED BEADS
“Like Ishmael Beah’s A Long Way Gone, on being a
boy soldier in Sierra Leone, or Joseph Kim’s Under
the Same Sky, on escaping North Korea, The Girl
Who Smiled Beads is at once terrifying and life-
affirming.” —WASHINGTON POST
“Sharp, moving . . . describe[s] Wamariya’s idyllic
early childhood in the Rwandan capital, Kigali, and
the madness that followed with an analytic eye
and, at times, a lyrical honesty.” —NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW

Clemantine Wamariya was six years old when her
mother and father began to speak in whispers and
neighbors began to disappear. In 1994, she and her
sister, Claire, fled the Rwandan massacre and spent
the next six years migrating through seven African
countries searching for safety. They did not know
whether their parents were dead or alive.
When Clemantine was 12, she and her sister
were granted refugee status in the United States.
Clemantine seemed to live the American dream:
attending private school, taking up cheerleading, and,
ultimately, graduating from Yale. Yet the years of being
treated as less than human could not be erased.
In The Girl Who Smiled Beads, Wamariya provokes us
to look beyond the label of “victim” and recognize the
power of the imagination to transcend even the most
profound injuries and aftershocks.
AUTHOR BIO
CLEMANTINE WAMARIYA is a storyteller and human
rights advocate. Born in Kigali, Rwanda, and displaced
by conflict, Wamariya migrated throughout seven
African countries as a child. At age 12, she was granted
refugee status in the United States and went on to
receive a BA in comparative literature from Yale
University. ELIZABETH WEIL is a writer at large for the
New York Times Magazine, is a contributing editor to
Outside magazine, and writes frequently for Vogue and
other publications.
Broadway Books
9780451495334
4/2/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Autobiography—Personal Memoirs
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The Perfect Weapon

PRAISE FOR DAVID SANGER
“Meticulously reported, immensely readable.”
—WASHINGTON POST (on Confront and Conceal)
“Dazzling and mordantly hilarious . . . the
product of extraordinarily diligent reporting . . .
devastatingly effective.” —NEW YORK TIMES
(on The Inheritance)

Foundryside

War, Sabotage, and Fear in the Cyber Age

A Novel

David E. Sanger

Robert Jackson Bennett

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537
crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537
crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

How cyberwarfare is influencing elections,
threatening national security, and changing
diplomacy and war.

In a city that runs on industrialized magic,
a secret war will be fought to overwrite
reality itself.

The Perfect Weapon is the startling inside story
of how the rise of cyberweapons transformed
geopolitics like nothing since the invention of the
atomic bomb. Cheap to acquire, easy to deny, and
usable for a variety of malicious purposes—from
crippling infrastructure to sowing discord and
doubt—cyber is now the weapon of choice for
democracies, dictators, and terrorists. Moving
from the White House Situation Room to the dens
of Chinese-government hackers to the boardrooms
of Silicon Valley, New York Times national security
correspondent David Sanger reveals a world coming
face-to-face with the perils of a technological
revolution. The Perfect Weapon is the dramatic story
of how great and small powers alike slipped into a new
era of constant sabotage, misinformation, and fear,
in which everyone is a target.
AUTHOR BIO
DAVID E. SANGER is national security correspondent
for the New York Times and bestselling author of The
Inheritance and Confront and Conceal. He has been
a member of three teams that won the Pulitzer Prize,
including in 2017 for international reporting. A regular
contributor to CNN, he also teaches national security
policy at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government.

Broadway Books
9780525573845
5/21/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Fantasy—Epic

B R O A D WAY B O O K S

AUTHOR BIO
ROBERT JACKSON BENNETT is the author, most
recently, of the Divine Cities trilogy, which was a
2018 Hugo Award finalist in the Best Series category.
The first book in the series, City of Stairs, was also
a finalist for the World Fantasy and Locus Awards,
and the second, City of Blades, was a finalist for the
World Fantasy, Locus, and British Fantasy Awards. His
previous novels, which include American Elsewhere
and Mr. Shivers, have received the Edgar Award, the
Shirley Jackson Award, and the Phillip K. Dick Citation
of Excellence. He lives in Austin with his family.

Broadway Books
9780451497901
5/14/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Political Science—International Relations—Diplomacy
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Sancia Grado is a thief, and a damn good one.
Her latest target is nothing her unique abilities
can’t handle.
But unbeknownst to her, Sancia’s been sent to
steal an artifact of unimaginable power that could
revolutionize the magical technology known as
“scriving.” The Merchant Houses that control this
magic—the art of using coded commands to imbue
everyday objects with sentience—have already used
it to transform Tevanne into a vast, remorseless
capitalist machine.
Now someone in those Houses wants Sancia dead,
and the artifact for themselves.
To have a chance at surviving—and at stopping the
deadly transformation that’s under way—Sancia will
have to marshal unlikely allies, learn to harness the
artifact’s power for herself, and undergo her own
transformation, one that will turn her into something
she could never have imagined.

B R O A D WAY B O O K S
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Do This for Me

The Grey Bastards

Eliza Kennedy

Jonathan French

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Stacey Stein | ststein@penguinrandomhouse.com | 212-782-9271

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A high-powered attorney dives into the politics of sex, the perils of
desire, and why men and women treat one another the way they do.

A raucous, bawdy, blood-soaked adventure fantasy debut that’s
The Lord of the Rings reimagined by way of Sons of Anarchy.

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO

A Novel

Broadway Books
9781101907214
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Women

A Novel

ELIZA KENNEDY lives in New York with her husband and son. This is her second novel.

Broadway Books
9780525572459
3/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Fiction—Fantasy—Epic

Women in Sunlight

Taking the Stand

Frances Mayes

Alan Dershowitz

Publicist: Gwyneth Stansfield | 212-366-2201 | gstansfield@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

By the author of Under the Tuscan Sun, Women in Sunlight is the
story of four American strangers who bond in Italy and change
their lives completely.

America’s most prominent legal mind and the #1 bestselling author
of Chutzpah and The Best Defense, Alan Dershowitz recounts his
legal autobiography, describing how he came to the law, as well as
the cases that have changed American jurisprudence over the past
50 years, most of which he has personally been involved in.

A Novel

Broadway Books
9780451497673
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Fiction—Women
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JONATHAN FRENCH lives in Atlanta with his wife and son. He is a devoted reader of
comic books, an expert thrower of oddly shaped dice, and a serial con attendee.

My Life in the Law

AUTHOR BIO
FRANCES MAYES is the author of seven books about Tuscany, including the now-
classic Under the Tuscan Sun, which was a New York Times bestseller for more
than two and a half years. Her books have been translated into 54 languages.

B R O A D WAY B O O K S

Broadway Books
9780307719287
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$18.00
Autobiography—
Lawyers & Judges

AUTHOR BIO
ALAN DERSHOWITZ is one of the most famous and celebrated lawyers in
America. Professor emeritus at Harvard Law School and the author of numerous
bestselling books from Chutzpah to The Best Defense, In Defense of Israel, and
Reversal of Fortune, Dershowitz has advised and defended many of the most
famous legal cases of the past 50 years.

B R O A D WAY B O O K S
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Kicks

Notes

The Great American Story of Sneakers

Nicholas Smith
Publicist: Crown Publicity | 212-572-2537 | crownpublicity@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A cultural history of sneakers, tracing the footprint of one of
our most iconic fashions across sports, business, pop culture,
and American identity.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Broadway Books
9780451498120
4/30/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Social Science—Popular
Culture

AUTHOR BIO
In ten years as a reporter NICHOLAS SMITH has covered, among other things,
stolen art, melting glaciers, indie gamers, elections—and sneakers. A native of
Arizona, Nick now lives in Vienna, Austria, with his wife and two children.

The Mirage Factory

Illusion, Imagination, and the Invention of Los Angeles

Gary Krist
Publicist: Dyana Messina |212-572-2098 | dmessina@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From bestselling author Gary Krist, the story of the metropolis
that never should have been and the visionaries who dreamed it
into reality.
Broadway Books
9780451496393
5/14/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
History—United States—
State & Local—West (Ak, Ca,
Co, Hi, Id, Mt, Nv, Ut, Wy)
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AUTHOR BIO
GARY KRIST has written for the New York Times, Esquire, Salon, Washington Post
Book World, and elsewhere. He is the author of the bestselling Empire of Sin and
City of Scoundrels, as well as the acclaimed The White Cascade.

B R O A D WAY B O O K S
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Tammy Blake

Vice President, Director of Publicity
Crown Archetype, Harmony Books,
Rodale, and Three Rivers Press
212-572-2542 · tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

CROWN
ARCHETYPE

Too Much Is Not Enough
A Memoir of Fumbling Toward Adulthood

Andrew Rannells
Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From the star of The Book of Mormon and HBO’s Girls, Andrew Rannells
recounts heartfelt and hilarious real-life stories of a midwestern boy in
New York City surviving bad auditions and bad relationships as he chases
his Broadway dream.
In Too Much Is Not Enough, Rannells takes us on the journey of a 20-something who is
hungry to experience everything: new friends, wild nights, great art, standing ovations.
And at the heart of his hunger lies a powerful drive to reconcile the boy he was with the
man he wants to be. As Rannells reveals how he merged these Andrews into the one who
made his Broadway debut at 26, he also shares memorable stories from his journey to the
Great White Way, from behind-the-curtain romances to the exhilaration of landing his first
gig in Hairspray to the heartbreaking death of his father at the height of his ascent.
Along the way, Rannells learns that the most painful auditions are the ones you almost
get and that sometimes the best nights are marked not by the hot clubs you danced at,
but by the recap over diner food afterward. Filled with humor and honesty, this is an
entertaining look at the love, loss, and transformation we experience in our 20s, and the
powerful forces that determine who we become.
AUTHOR BIO
ANDREW RANNELLS is a performer best known for originating the role of Elder Price in The
Book of Mormon and playing Elijah Krantz in HBO’s Girls. A Tony and Drama Desk nominee
and Grammy winner, he is currently starring in the Broadway revival of The Boys in the
Band. On the small screen, Rannells will soon appear in the Amazon series The Romanoffs
and Showtime’s Black Monday.
Crown Archetype
9780525574859
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Autobiography—Entertainment & Performing Arts

PRAISE FOR ANDREW RANNELLS
“Andrew transcends entertainment memoir and tells a story of becoming—painful, pure,
and true. He’s a singer and an actor and a dancer, and guess what? It turns out he’s a
writer.” —LENA DUNHAM, author of Not That Kind of Girl
“If [Rannells’s memoir] is anything like the excerpt published in the Times’ ‘Modern Love’
column, it will be a wonderfully honest, poignant and funny account of a gay Nebraskan’s
early years in New York.” —NEW YORK POST

CROWN ARCHE T YPE
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Era of Ignition

The Moth Presents
Occasional Magic

Coming of Age in a Time of Rage and
Revolution

True Stories About Defying the Impossible

Amber Tamblyn

Edited by Catherine Burns

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544
ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

Crown Archetype
9781984822987
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Social Science—Feminism & Feminist Theory

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544
ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A passionate manifesto and intimate memoir
from the front lines of modern feminism
written by a Time’s Up founder and actor
Amber Tamblyn.

From storytelling phenomenon The Moth,
a new collection of unforgettable true
stories about facing the impossible.

Amber Tamblyn is one of the most talked-about
feminist voices today. Through her fierce op-eds
in the New York Times, Glamour, and Hollywood
Reporter and her work as a founder of the Time’s
Up organization, Tamblyn has tackled discrimination,
sexual assault, reproductive rights, and pay parity,
among others. Now Tamblyn presents her insightful
and pointed take on the current state of feminism and
expertly weaves together her own experiences and
opinions with the larger movement. Using the same
galvanizing voice that helped her recent op-eds go
viral, Era of Ignition delivers an incisive call to arms
that will capture the heart of the movement as it
educates and inspires readers.
AUTHOR BIO
AMBER TAMBLYN is an author, actor, and director.
She’s been nominated for an Emmy, a Golden
Globe, and an Independent Spirit Award for her
work in television and film, including House, MD, and
Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. She is the author
of three books of poetry, including the critically
acclaimed bestseller Dark Sparkler, as well as a
debut novel, Any Man. She reviews books of poetry
by women for Bust, is a poet in residence at Amy
Poehler’s Smart Girls, and is a contributing writer for
the New York Times.

PRAISE FOR THE MOTH PRESENTS ALL
THESE WONDERS
“Some [stories] are heartbreakingly sad; some laughout-loud funny; some momentous and tragic; almost
all of them resonant or surprising. They are stories
that attest to the startling varieties and travails of
human experience, and the shared threads of love,
loss, fear and kindness that connect us.”
—MICHIKO KAKUTANI, New York Times
“All These Wonders is replete with wondrous true
stories of loves, losses, rerouted dreams, and
existential crises of nearly every unsugarcoated
flavor.” —MARIA POPOVA, Brain Pickings

Carefully selected by the creative minds at The Moth,
and adapted to the page to preserve the raw energy
of live storytelling, Occasional Magic features 45
voices familiar and new. Alongside Adam Gopnik,
Krista Tippett, Andrew Solomon, Rosanne Cash, and
Ophira Eisenberg, storytellers from around the world
share times when, in the face of challenging situations,
they found something that they never knew they
possessed—whether a power, strength, or passion—
and a little magic happened. With strength and humor,
they encourage us all to be more open, vulnerable,
and alive.
AUTHOR BIO
THE MOTH is an acclaimed not-for-profit organization
dedicated to the art of storytelling. It celebrates
both the raconteur, who breathes fire into true tales
of ordinary life, and the storytelling novice, who has
lived through something extraordinary and yearns
to share it. Since its launch in 1997, The Moth has
presented thousands of stories, told live and without
notes, to crowds worldwide. The Moth received
the MacArthur Award for Creative and Effective
Institutions in January 2012. CATHERINE BURNS is
artistic director of The Moth and the editor of The
Moth Presents All These Wonders.
Crown Archetype
9781101904428
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Literary Collections
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They Said It Couldn’t Be Done

The ’69 Mets, New York City, and the Most Astounding Season in
Baseball History

Notes

Wayne Coffey
Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

The story of the 1969 Miracle Mets, unlikely world champions
against the backdrop of the space race and working-class New
York, on the 50th anniversary of their Cinderella season.
Crown Archetype
9781524760885
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Biography &
Autobiography—Sports

AUTHOR BIO
WAYNE COFFEY is one of the country’s most acclaimed sports journalists. A writer
for the New York Daily News, he co-wrote R. A. Dickey’s and Carli Lloyd’s bestselling
memoirs and is the author of the New York Times bestseller The Boys of Winter.

La Passione

How Italy Seduced the World

Dianne Hales
Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A charming narrative and pop historical look into how Italian
passion has shaped the world, from literature to love, music to art,
and food to wine.
Crown Archetype
9780451499165
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
History—Europe—Italy
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AUTHOR BIO
DIANNE HALES is the author of books on Italian culture, most recently Mona
Lisa: A Life Discovered and La Bella Lingua. Her website and blog, Becoming
Italian Word by Word, has been honored as the best blog on Italian culture in an
international survey.
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Tammy Blake

Vice President, Director of Publicity
Crown Archetype, Harmony Books,
Rodale, and Three Rivers Press
212-572-2542 · tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

THREE RIVERS
PRESS

All the Pieces Matter

If I Live to Be 100

Jonathan Abrams

Neenah Ellis

Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The definitive oral history of the iconic TV show The Wire, as
told by the actors, writers, directors, and others involved in its
creation. A New York Times bestseller.

If I Live to Be 100 takes us inside the world of the very old and
invites us to learn firsthand the art of living long and well.

The Inside Story of The Wire

Three Rivers Press
9780451498151
2/12/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Performing Arts—
Television—Genres—Drama

Lessons from the Centenarians

®

AUTHOR BIO
JONATHAN ABRAMS writes for Bleacher Report. He is the author of the New York
Times bestselling Boys Among Men. He was previously a staff writer at Grantland,
the Los Angeles Times, and the New York Times.

Three Rivers Press
9781984823502
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$16.00
Autobiography—
Personal Memoirs

54

NEENAH ELLIS, formerly a staff producer for NPR’s All Things Considered, is a
freelance reporter and producer. She lives with her husband, Noah Adams, in Ohio.

Follow This Thread

Tomorrow Will Be Different

Henry Eliot

Sarah McBride

Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544 | ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A beautifully illustrated, immersively designed exploration of our
fascination with mazes and labyrinths, charting their history from
antiquity to today.

Leading transgender activist Sarah McBride’s “brave, powerful
memoir” (People) that has changed the way we look at identity and
equality in this country.

Love, Loss, and the Fight for Trans Equality

A Maze Book to Get Lost In

Three Rivers Press
9781984824448
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$18.00
Reference—Curiosities &
Wonders

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
HENRY ELIOT is the creative editor of Penguin Classics and author of two books.
He lives in London.

THREE RIVERS PRESS

Three Rivers Press
9781524761486
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Biography &
Autobiography—LGBT

AUTHOR BIO
SARAH McBRIDE is the national press secretary at the Human Rights Campaign.
She has been featured in the New York Times, Time, and Rolling Stone. A native of
Delaware, McBride is on the front lines of the progressive movement.

THREE RIVERS PRESS
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Gator

Three Rivers Press
9780451499318
3/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Autobiography—Sports

Let Your Mind Run

My Life in Pinstripes

A Memoir of Thinking My Way to Victory

Ron Guidry

Deena Kastor and Michelle Hamilton

Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542 | tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544 | ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Legendary New York Yankees pitcher Ron Guidry recounts his
years playing for one of the most storied and celebrated teams in
sports history—the world champion New York Yankees during their
heyday in the Bronx Zoo years.

From an Olympic medalist runner, a New York Times bestselling
memoir on using positive psychology and brain science to achieve
unparalleled athletic success.

AUTHOR BIO
The ace of the Yankees pitching staff from 1977 through 1988, RON GUIDRY helped
the Yankees win two World Series titles. He lives with his family in Louisiana.

Three Rivers Press
9781524760762
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Sports & Recreation—
Running & Jogging

Vibeke Norgaard Martin with Matthew Frederick

How the World’s Best Play the Twenty-First-Century Game

Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

Grant Wahl

SUMMARY

Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542 | tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

A title in the popular 101 Things I Learned® series that takes on the
fundamentals of the law.

SUMMARY

Grant Wahl profiles world-class players and managers to reveal
how elite soccer minds strategize on and off the field and execute
in high-pressure games.

AUTHOR BIO
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DEENA KASTOR is an Olympic medalist and the American record holder in the
marathon. MICHELLE HAMILTON is a health and fitness journalist and her work has
appeared in Runner’s World, Bicycling, Women’s Health, and other publications.

Masters of Modern Soccer

101 Things I Learned® in Law School

*COVER NOT FINAL
Three Rivers Press
9781524762025
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$18.00
Law—Reference

AUTHOR BIO

VIBEKE NORGAARD MARTIN is an attorney in California, where she works
primarily in municipal law. MATTHEW FREDERICK is the creator of the acclaimed
101 Things I Learned® series.

THREE RIVERS PRESS

Three Rivers Press
9780307408617
4/30/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Sports & Recreation—
Soccer

AUTHOR BIO
GRANT WAHL joined Sports Illustrated in November 1996 as a reporter and
became a senior writer in October 2000. Wahl’s last book, The Beckham
Experiment, was a New York Times bestseller.
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Tammy Blake

Vice President, Director of Publicity
Crown Archetype, Harmony Books,
Rodale, and Three Rivers Press
212-572-2542 · tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com
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The Greenprint

Change Your Diet, Change Your Health, Change the Planet

Marco Borges
Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542 | tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Marco Borges, bestselling author and the CEO and cofounder with
Beyoncé and Jay-Z of 22 Days Nutrition, introduces his revolutionary
plant-based diet plan that will change your body, your health, and the
planet.
The Greenprint is not just a plan but a movement to embrace a plant-based lifestyle and
its many health and weight-loss benefits. Bestselling author and health expert Marco
Borges’s 22 proven-effective strategies for creating your own transformational Greenprint
will reveal the best plant-based eating, exercise, and lifestyle secrets to lose weight and
get healthy while also increasing energy, boosting metabolism, and reducing inflammation
long-term. The book will outline three different step-by-step plans for how to implement
the 22 strategies in your life, depending on where you are on your journey—from the
dip-your-toe-in beginner to the all-at-once adventurer! With meal plans, more than 60
recipes, pantry-stocking advice, and more, The Greenprint will be the catalyst to making a
healthier lifestyle accessible to everyone, starting with their diet.
AUTHOR BIO
MARCO A. BORGES is an exercise physiologist, cofounder of 22 Days Nutrition, New York
Times bestselling author of The 22-Day Revolution and Power Moves, and a plant-based-
living advocate. Passionate about guiding people to develop healthier lifestyles, Borges has
spent the last 20 years as a lifestyle coach and touring the world empowering others with
the tools for ultimate wellness.
Harmony
9781984823106
12/31/2018
Hardcover
$27.99
Health & Fitness—Diet & Nutrition—Nutrition

PRAISE FOR MARCO BORGES AND THE 22 DAY REVOLUTION
“If a Houston-born foodie like me can do it, you can too—you just need to try it for
22 days.” —BEYONCÉ, from the Foreword
“Diet and exercise are the building blocks for a healthy life, and Marco understands not
only the scientific benefits to the human body, but also how to present the information
in a way that is accessible, manageable, and inspirational.” —RYAN SEACREST, TV/radio
host and producer
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Outer Order, Inner Calm

Declutter and Organize to Make More Room for Happiness

Gretchen Rubin
Publicist: Sarah Breivogel | 212-572-2722 | sbreivogel@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

In her new book, bestselling author Gretchen Rubin offers more than 100
concrete ideas to help us create the order and organization that can make
our lives happier, more productive, and more creative.
In the context of a happy life, a messy desk or crowded coat closet is a trivial problem—
yet Gretchen Rubin has found that getting control of the stuff of life makes us feel more
in control of our lives generally. By getting rid of things we don’t use, don’t need, or don’t
love, as well as things that don’t work, don’t fit, or don’t suit, we free our mind (and our
shelves) for what we truly value.
In this trim book filled with insights, strategies, and sometimes surprising tips, Rubin
tackles the key challenges of creating outer order, by explaining how to “Make Choices,”
“Create Order,” “Know Yourself—and Others,” “Cultivate Helpful Habits,” and, of course,
“Add Beauty.”
When we get our possessions under control, we feel both calmer and more energetic.
With a sense of humor and also a clear sense of what’s realistic for most people, Rubin
suggests dozens of manageable steps for creating a more serene, orderly environment—
one that helps us create the lives we yearn for.
AUTHOR BIO
GRETCHEN RUBIN is one of the most thought-provoking and influential writers on the
linked subjects of habits, happiness, and human nature. She’s the author of many books,
including the blockbuster New York Times bestsellers The Four Tendencies, Better Than
Before, and The Happiness Project. Rubin lives in New York City with her husband and two
daughters.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Harmony
9781984822802
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$16.99
Self-Help—Personal Growth—Happiness

PRAISE FOR THE FOUR TENDENCIES
“The Four Tendencies will immediately improve every area of your life. Understanding
your Tendency and how to make it work for you is the game-changer you’ve been looking
for.” —MELISSA HARTWIG (Upholder), author and cocreator of The Whole30
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The Miracle Equation
Hal Elrod
Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486 | ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Hal Elrod, motivational speaker and author of the bestselling book The
Miracle Morning, shares his secret “miracle equation,” the secret to
unlocking happiness, success, and your full potential.
Twenty years ago, as a young salesman, Hal Elrod created the Miracle Equation to break
sales records: Unwavering Faith + Extraordinary Effort = Results. Unexpectedly, he
recently found himself using that same equation after a cancer diagnosis with a 30
percent survival rate. He focused on the positive and decided that he would be one of
the 30 percent. The Miracle Equation allowed him to live free of fear and create his own
miracle.
In The Miracle Equation, Hal shows how everyone can use this same equation to succeed
against any obstacle they might be facing. He teaches readers to redefine the real purpose
of their goals in order to change their mind-set and ultimately replace fear with faith and
make their miracle happen. With The Miracle Equation’s 30-day challenge, you’ll create
your step-by-step plan to reach your goal. With unwavering faith and extraordinary effort,
anyone can become the person they need to be in order to succeed.
AUTHOR BIO
HAL ELROD is a hall of fame business achiever, ultramarathon runner, multiple #1
bestselling author, hip-hop recording artist, husband, father, and international keynote
motivational speaker. He is the author of The Miracle Morning and its 10 companion titles,
Taking Life Head On, and the forthcoming Beyond the Bestseller.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Harmony
9781984823700
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$24.99
Self-Help—Personal Growth—Happiness

PRAISE FOR HAL ELROD
“Hal Elrod is a genius and his book The Miracle Morning has been magical in my life.
What Hal has done is taken the best practices, developed over centuries of human
consciousness development, and condensed the ‘best of the best’ into a daily morning
ritual. A ritual that is now part of my day.” —ROBERT KIYOSAKI, bestselling author of
Rich Dad Poor Dad
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The Essential Diet

Lose Weight and Transform Your Health with the Power of Essential Oils and
Bioactive Foods

Eric Zielinski, DC, and Sabrina Ann Zielinski
Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486 | ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Eric Zielinski, bestselling author of The Healing Power of Essential
Oils, and Sabrina Ann Zielinski introduce a diet program that harnesses
essential oils and bioactive foods for rapid weight loss.
The immediate success of The Healing Power of Essential Oils showed how people are
hungry to heal their bodies with essential oils. As this market continues to grow, word
is getting out that you can consume these powerful plant compounds and tap into
their power to help you lose weight. The Essential Diet teaches readers how bioactive
plant compounds—those found in essential oils and in foods like matcha tea, chia seeds,
almonds, and avocados—can aid in weight loss, boost energy levels, and trigger the body’s
natural immune defenses to fight chronic diseases.
Step 1 is the Essential Fast Track, a 30-day program that features essential oil–
infused eating and daily essential oil practices. Step 2 is the Essential Lifestyle phase,
a maintenance program that allows for a wider array of bioactive foods. The book
also includes 75 recipes like Mama Z’s Rose Quinoa Porridge and No-Bake Cardamom
Chocolate Oatmeal Cookies.
AUTHOR BIO
ERIC ZIELINSKI, DC, is a chiropractor, public health researcher, clinical aromatherapist,
and bestselling author. He is a preeminent authority on essential oils and biblical health
and an internationally sought-after speaker, reaching more than 10 million people a year
through his appearances in online summits and documentaries. SABRINA ANN ZIELINSKI
is a fitness instructor, natural health expert, health coach, and the wife of Dr. Zielinski.
She is the marketing director for DrEricZ.com, where she shares allergy-friendly recipes,
DIY remedies, and other wellness tips.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Harmony
9781984824011
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Health & Fitness—Homeopathy

PRAISE FOR THE HEALING POWER OF ESSENTIAL OILS
“In his brilliant book, Dr. Z delivers a priceless collection of DIY recipes that will help you
detoxify your home, make over your medicine cabinet, and transform your body care to
help you enjoy optimal health!” —AMY MYERS, MD, New York Times bestselling author of
The Thyroid Connection and The Autoimmune Solution
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The Fate of Food

He Said, She Said

Amanda Little

Gigi Gorgeous

Publicist: Penny Simon | 865-675-1705
psimon@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544
ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The defining story of the sustainable food
revolution and an examination of the race to
secure the global food supply.

In this hilarious and honest memoir,
transgender icon Gigi Gorgeous tells her
story of becoming herself.

From dairies in India where microchips embedded in
cow flanks transmit real-time data about the animals’
health and milk quality to the fields of Nigerian
farmers who are growing the world’s first drought-
tolerant rice, The Fate of Food tells the story of
human innovation through food, examining both
old and new approaches to food production and
their costs and benefits in an era of climate change.
Amanda Little seeks to answer questions like Can
GMOs actually be good for the environment? What
are the most sustainable sources of protein, longterm? Her investigation takes her to the most extreme
frontiers of modern food production and tells
the stories of the most creative and controversial
innovators. Along the way, readers will gain a deeper
understanding of climate change and the hope that a
solution is on the horizon.

Today, Gigi Gorgeous is beloved for her over-the-top
style, outrageous sense of humor, and glam Hollywood
lifestyle. Ten years ago, she was a gawky Canadian
teen named Gregory. Now she brings us on her
journey from Gregory Lazzarato to Gigi, going deeper
than ever before into her struggles and triumphs.
Illustrated with gorgeous photography and heirloom
snapshots, He Said, She Said takes us back to
Lazzarato’s early years as an Olympic-bound diver and
high school mean girl, losing her mom at a tragically
young age, and her journey of opening up about her
sexuality and gender identity. She walks us through
her transition and is incredibly honest about dating
and heartbreak in stories of falling in love with both
men and women.
Always funny and uplifting, Lazzarato offers inspiration
and advice about staying true to yourself no matter what.

What We’ll Eat in a Bigger, Hotter,
Smarter World

*COVER NOT FINAL
Harmony
9780804189033
2/26/2019
Hardcover
$27.00
Social Science—A griculture & Food
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AUTHOR BIO

Lessons, Stories, and Mistakes from
My Transgender Journey

Harmony
9780525573425
4/2/2019
Trade Paperback
$18.99
Autobiography—LGBT

AMANDA LITTLE teaches investigative journalism and
creative nonfiction at Vanderbilt University, where she
is writer in residence in the English Department. She
went to Brown University and has been working in online
media since 1996, when she was the first employee of
the first online magazine, Feed. Little has published
interviews with public figures ranging from Barack
Obama, Hillary Clinton, and John Kerry to John McCain
and Rupert Murdoch. She serves on the board of
trustees at Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee.
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AUTHOR BIO
GIGI GORGEOUS, born Gregory Allan Lazzarato and
legally named Giselle Loren Lazzarato, is a model,
actress, and Internet personality with nearly 8 million
followers. She came out as a transgender woman in
2013 and maintained her public image and YouTube
channel during and after her transition. Lazzarato
has also appeared on a number of television shows
including Access Hollywood, Good Work, and Project
Runway: All Stars. She was awarded the LogoTV
Trailblazing Social Creator Award in 2014 for her
advocacy on behalf of LGBT youth.
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Cat and Nat’s Mom Truths

The Having

Embarrassing Stories and Brutally Honest
Advice on the Extremely Real Struggle
of Motherhood

The Secret Art of Feeling and Growing Rich

Suh Yoon Lee and Jooyun Hong
Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

Catherine Belknap
and Natalie Telfer

SUMMARY

A mysterious Korean guru shares the true secret of wealth:
Feel the joys of what you have and spend according to that feeling.

Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542
tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Hilarious moms and best friends Cat and
Nat share their stories and insights on the
realities of motherhood.

Harmony
9780525574910
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Family & Relationships—Parenting—Motherhood
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With seven kids between them and more than one
million fans on social media, Cat and Nat have
connected with their audience by sharing their
completely real take on the stress, guilt, and joy of
being a mom.
Mixing never-before-told stories with outrageous
humor and genuine comfort, Cat and Nat’s Mom
Truths walks you through the stages of being a
mom, from pregnancy onward. It’s peppered with
ridiculously honest advice and hilarious insights, like
what you think you’ll need at the hospital when you
have your first baby (lip gloss) versus what you actually
need (hemorrhoid pillow). As crusaders against the
perfection myth, Cat and Nat are like your best
friends who assure you that you’re already doing great.
Capturing the feeling of their close, no-holds-barred
friendship, this is the essential companion for crazed
moms everywhere.

AUTHOR BIO
Harmony
9781524763411
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$18.99
Business & Economics—
Personal Success

SUH YOON LEE, guru to the rich and bestselling author in Korea, has analyzed
Asian classical texts and 100,000 case studies to discover how to become
truly rich. JOOYUN HONG, an award-winning journalist and former McKinsey
consultant, holds an MBA from Wharton.

Recipes for Your Perfectly
Imperfect Life

Everyday Ways to Live and Eat for Health, Healing, and Happiness

Kimberly Snyder, CN
Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544 | ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

AUTHOR BIO

SUMMARY

CATHERINE BELKNAP and NATALIE TELFER have been
best friends since they were teens, and now their
video series of #MOMTRUTHS about everything from
sleep to sex has turned them into viral sensations.
Their videos drop mom truths like why going clubbing
is the best preparation for having kids (because the
night always ends with someone random in your bed
and a girl crying in the corner). Belknap and Telfer live
in Toronto.

The bestselling author of Radical Beauty offers a powerful new guide
on tackling shame, dispelling insecurities, and eating well for life.

HARMONY BOOKS

Harmony
9780525573715
2/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$19.99
Health & Fitness—Body
Cleansing & Detoxification

AUTHOR BIO
KIMBERLY SNYDER, CN is a nutritionist and New York Times bestselling author of
the Beauty Detox series. Snyder has appeared as a nutrition and beauty expert
on Dr. Oz, Ellen, and Today, and has been featured in the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, Vogue, Elle, and InStyle.
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Baby Food Maker Cookbook

Notes

125 Fresh, Wholesome, Organic Recipes for Your
Baby Food Maker or Stovetop

Philia Kelnhofer
Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From the blogger behind Sweetphi.com, the first cookbook for
the popular baby food maker device, with 125 recipes from purées
to solids.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Harmony
9781984824578
2/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.99
Cooking—Baby Food

AUTHOR BIO
PHILIA KELNHOFER, a new mom, device expert, and food blogger, is all about
making mealtime a little easier for other busy people through simple and
delicious recipes. She lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with her family.

The New American Heart Association
Cookbook, 9th Edition
Revised and Updated with More Than 100 All-New Recipes

American Heart Association
Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Harmony
9780553447200
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$22.00
Cooking—Health & Healing—
Heart
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An expanded and fully updated edition of the cornerstone of
the American Heart Association publishing program, with 100
all-new recipes.
AUTHOR BIO
The mission of the AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION is to build healthier lives,
free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke. Its bestselling library of cookbooks
includes Grill It, Braise It, Broil It; Healthy Slow Cooker Cookbook; and Go Fresh.
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Tammy Blake

Vice President, Director of Publicity
Crown Archetype, Harmony Books,
Rodale, and Three Rivers Press
212-572-2542 · tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com
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The Essential Oils
Hormone Solution

Liferider

Heart, Body, Soul, and Life Beyond the Ocean

Reclaim Your Energy and Focus and Lose
Weight Naturally

Laird Hamilton
Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542
tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com

Dr. Mariza Snyder

SUMMARY

Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486
ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

Surfing legend Laird Hamilton condenses
his worldview into three simple blocks of
thinking, feeling, and doing.

SUMMARY

The Essential Oils Hormone Solution offers
women a natural fix for all their hormone-
related health issues.

Rodale
9781635653151
2/12/2019
Hardcover
$25.99
Health & Fitness—Homeopathy

All around the world, women are gaining weight and
they don’t know why. Their energy is zapped. They have
trouble falling asleep, and then have to drag themselves
out of bed in the morning. They have cravings at all
hours of the day and night. They might find their keys in
the freezer and their glasses on the spice rack—and they
often feel like they’re just going crazy.
These women aren’t crazy—they’re likely
experiencing hormonal imbalance, and Dr. Mariza
Snyder is here to help. These amazing life-affirming
essential oils allow women to balance their hormones;
fix cravings; get deep, restful sleep; improve moods
and lessen irritability; banish the worst symptoms
of PMS; empower themselves with daily rituals;
increase their energy and vitality; improve focus and
concentration; boost libido; and more.
AUTHOR BIO

Rodale
9781635652901
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$25.99
Biography & Autobiography—Sports

DR. MARIZA SNYDER is the author of six previous
books, including the bestselling The DASH Diet Cookbook.
For the past nine years, she has lectured at wellness
centers, hospitals, conferences, and corporations
on hormone health and essential oils, nutrition, and
detoxification. She is also the creator of the Women’s
Balance Summit, an online event first held in 2016 with
more than 30 internationally acclaimed wellness experts
and more than 20,000 attendees.
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In this follow-up to t` he New York Times bestseller
Force of Nature, big-wave surfer, fitness icon, and
entrepreneur Laird Hamilton reveals the secrets
behind his success and breaks down the principles
that have motivated his extraordinary life. Liferider
is a prescriptive narrative that condenses Hamilton’s
unique worldview into its three distinct elements:
heart, body, and soul.
Heart, the first of three sections in the book,
explores the intrinsic motivation that drives our lives
and everyday actions. Body explores everything that
affects our physical manifestations: our genetics,
environments, foods, exercise, and even our breath.
Soul seeks to help us make sense of the cat’s cradle of
beliefs we all carry with us, what we expect of them,
and what they really mean to us.
AUTHOR BIO
LAIRD HAMILTON is an American athlete, surfer,
author, inventor, stunt man, model, producer, TV host,
fitness and nutrition expert, husband, father, and
adrenaline junkie. He is one of today’s best-known
big-wave surfers. In addition to riding many of the
biggest waves on the planet, Hamilton is the world-
renowned innovator and guiding genius of crossover
board sports, including tow-in surfing, stand-up
paddleboarding, and hydrofoil boarding. He lives in
Malibu, California.
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Great Leaders Have
No Rules

The Passion Paradox

A Guide to Going All In, Finding Success, and
Discovering the Benefits of an Unbalanced Life

Contrarian Leadership Principles to
Transform Your Team and Business

Brad Stulberg and Steve Magness

Kevin Kruse

Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486
ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544
ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A fascinating dive into the science of passion,
how it can hurt us, and the right way to
pursue it.

Rodale
9781635653434
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$19.99
Self-Help—Personal Growth—Success

A life of passion is a good life, or so we are told.
But it’s not that simple. The same drive that fuels
breakthroughs—whether they’re athletic, scientific,
entrepreneurial, or artistic—can be every bit as
destructive as they are productive.
Bestselling coauthors of Peak Performance, Brad
Stulberg and Steve Magness, once again team up,
showing readers how they can find their passion,
sustainably harness its power, and avoid its dangers.
They ultimately argue that passion and balance are
incompatible, and that to find your passion, you must
lose balance. And they offer a plan for finding the
right kind of passion. Swift, compact, and powerful,
this thought-provoking book combines captivating
stories of extraordinarily passionate people with the
latest science on the biological and psychological
factors that give rise to passion.

New York Times bestselling author Kevin
Kruse debunks popular wisdom with 10 rules
for better, faster, easier success.

*COVER NOT FINAL
Rodale
9781635652161
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$25.99
Business & Economics—Leadership

AUTHOR BIO
BRAD STULBERG writes for Outside magazine,
New York magazine, Forbes, NPR, the Los Angeles
Times, Runner’s World, and HuffPost. Previously he
worked as a consultant for McKinsey. Stulberg lives
in Northern California with his wife, Caitlin. STEVE
MAGNESS is a coach to some of the top distance
runners in the world. He has been a featured expert
in Runner’s World, the New York Times, The New Yorker,
BBC, the Wall Street Journal, and ESPN The Magazine.
Magness lives in Houston, Texas.
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Kruse’s experiences as an entrepreneur showed
him that the leadership practices that actually work
are the opposite of what’s commonly taught.
Inspired by Kruse’s viral article “Why Successful
Leaders Don’t Have an Open Door Policy,” this
contrarian approach to leadership reveals why you
should throw out the rulebook and instead play
favorites, tell employees everything (even salaries),
stay out of meetings, and more.
Weaving engaging real-world stories with
quantitative research, Kruse makes the case for
his principles, each chapter explaining a piece of
wisdom that bucks the trend and helps leaders be
more effective. He also shares applications beyond
the office—at home, in sales, in sports, and more.
Ultimately his advice empowers you to focus on what
matters—the key to success for you, your employees,
and your company.
AUTHOR BIO
KEVIN KRUSE is a New York Times bestselling author
and serial entrepreneur who started or cofounded
several multimillion-dollar businesses, including ACI,
Kenexa, Axiom, The Kruse Group, and LEADx. Kruse’s
articles on leadership have appeared in BusinessWeek,
Fast Company, Business Insider, and a number of other
publications. He is the founder and president of the
Kruse Group. He lives in Philadelphia.
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26 Marathons

To Be a Runner

Meb Keflezighi

Martin Dugard

Publicist: Kathryn Santora | 212–572–2544 | ksantora@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486 | ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Four-time Olympic marathoner Meb Keflezighi shares lessons on life,
family, and running through reflections on each of the 26 marathons
he’s run.

Now with a new introduction and additional stories, the paperback
edition of To Be a Runner is a fresh update on a running classic.

What I Learned About Faith, Identity, Running,
and Life from My Marathon Career

Rodale
9781635652888
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$24.99
Autobiography—Sports

How Racing Up Mountains, Running with the Bulls, or Just Taking on
a 5K Makes You a Better Person (and the World a Better Place)

AUTHOR BIO
MEB KEFLEZIGHI’s victory at the 2014 Boston Marathon made him the first
American man to win the race in 31 years. He’s won more than a dozen national
titles and is a three-time U.S. Olympian. He lives in San Diego, Calfornia.

Rodale
9781635653632
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Sports & Recreation—
Running & Jogging

6 Weeks to Restored Energy, Complete Detoxification,
and Total Wellness

Nourishing Recipes for Peak Performance Inspired by MLB Superstars

Julie Loria and Allen Campbell

Dr. Linda Lancaster

Publicist: Tammy Blake | 212-572-2542 | tblake@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com
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MARTIN DUGARD has been a leading authority and writer on running and
endurance sports for more than 20 years, and is the writer of the New York Times
bestsellers The Last Voyage of Columbus and Into Africa.

Harmonic Healing

The Game of Eating Smart

Rodale
9781635652703
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$25.99
Cooking—Health & Healing

AUTHOR BIO

Publicist: Connie Capone | 212-782-9486 | ccapone@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A cookbook developed by Tom Brady’s former personal chef,
featuring interviews with Major League Baseball stars about their
favorite recipes.

An all-natural, no-expensive-supplements-needed system of
detoxifying baths, cleansing foods, and homeopathic remedies to
regain balance and health.

AUTHOR BIO
JULIE LORIA is the author of Diamond Dishes: From the Kitchens of Baseball’s
Biggest Stars. Formerly Tom Brady’s personal chef, ALLEN CAMPBELL holds a
certificate in plant-based nutrition from eCornell’s Center for Nutrition.
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*COVER NOT FINAL
Rodale
9781635653175
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$26.99
Health & Fitness—Body
Cleansing & Detoxification
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AUTHOR BIO
DR. LINDA LANCASTER is a board-certified naturopathic physician and
homeopath. Her work has been an in-the-know and by-referral-only Hollywood
secret for decades, and now she shares her lifetime of knowledge with readers
for the first time. Her training includes classical homeopathy, radionics, medical
radiesthesia, subtle energy healing, nutrition, herbal medicine, Ayurveda, and
detoxification methods.
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It’s Never Too Late to Sleep Train

The Low-Stress Way to High-Quality Sleep for Babies, Kids, and Parents

Notes

Craig Canapari, MD
Publicist: Courtney Mocklow | 212-572-2548 | cmocklow@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From a leading pediatric sleep researcher comes a revolutionary
program that will have everyone in the house sleeping through
the night.
Rodale
9781635652727
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Family & Relationships—Life
Stages—Infants & Toddlers

AUTHOR BIO
CRAIG CANAPARI, MD, is director of the Yale Pediatric Sleep Center and an
attending physician in pediatric pulmonology at Yale–New Haven Hospital in
Connecticut. He lives outside New Haven with his family.

Silent Agreements

How to Uncover Unspoken Expectations and Save Your Relationship

Linda D. Anderson, PhD; Sonia R. Banks, PhD;
and Michele L. Owens, PhD
Publicist: Molly Breitbart | 212-782-9164 | mbreitbart@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Silent Agreements will help readers define and resolve the
unspoken beliefs and expectations that can cause unhappiness
in relationships.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Rodale
9781635653465
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.99
Family & Relationships—
Conflict Resolution
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AUTHOR BIO
LINDA D. ANDERSON, PhD, is a professor, organizational manager, clinician, and
consulting psychologist. SONIA R. BANKS, PhD, has been a licensed practicing
psychologist for more than 18 years. MICHELE L. OWENS, PhD, is a clinical
psychologist in private practice with over 25 years of experience.

RODALE BOOKS

RODALE BOOKS
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Kate Tyler

Vice President, Director of Publicity and
Marketing
Potter
212-572-2551 · ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com

POTTER

Dinner for Everyone

100 Iconic Dishes Made 3 Ways—Easy, Vegan, or Perfect for Company

Mark Bittman
Publicist: Kate Tyler | 212-572-2551 | ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Natasha Martin | 212-782-8370 | namartin@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From the man who taught America how to cook everything, the one book
every cook needs for a perfect dinner—whether easy, fancy, or meatless.
Dinner for Everyone is today’s one-stop reference for life’s ultimate question: What’s for
dinner? Mark Bittman is revered for his straightforward and flexible approach to everyday
cooking. In Dinner for Everyone, he shares 100 essential main dishes, each with easy,
vegan, and all-out variations as the mood, audience, or occasion requires. With a total
of 300 all-new recipes accompanied by more than 100 gorgeous full-color photographs,
this is a diverse, must-have collection. Recipes include simple meals for busy weeknights
(hearty soups, tacos, and one-pot pastas), creative plant-based fare that will please both
vegans and non-vegans alike (lemon polenta with mushroom ragu, pomegranate-glazed
eggplant, or cauliflower tinga tacos), and impressive dishes perfect for celebrations and
entertaining (handmade noodles, rich braises, and even your Thanksgiving showstopper).
All of the recipes are rooted in Mark’s philosophy of using efficient cooking techniques,
fresh ingredients, and basic kitchen equipment—and written in his signature to-the-point
style. Whatever their experience level, craving, or time constraint, home cooks will find
exactly what they need to put dinner on the table with confidence and enthusiasm.
AUTHOR BIO
MARK BITTMAN is one of the country’s best-known, most widely respected food writers.
He is the author of 21 acclaimed books, including the How to Cook Everything series, the
award-winning Food Matters, and the New York Times number one bestseller VB6: Eat
Vegan Before 6:00. He can be found at markbittman.com, @bittman on Twitter, and
@markbittman on Instagram.
Potter
9780385344760
2/12/2019
Hardcover
$40.00
Cooking—Methods

POT TER
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I Was Their American Dream

A Graphic Memoir

Malaka Gharib
Publicist: Jana Branson | 212-572-2210 | jbranson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

For fans of Mari Andrew and Marjane Satrapi, this graphic memoir by first-
generation American Malaka Gharib is not only a tender coming-of-age
story, but also a love letter to American immigrant freedom.
An illustrated memoir packed with personality, I Was Their American Dream provides
a peek into the immigrant family experience in America over the past three decades.
Beginning in Southern California in the 1980s, writer and illustrator Malaka Gharib tells the
story of her youth while questioning what it means to be an American today.
Gharib’s childhood was spent in the nebulous space between her parents’ cultural roots
and her desire to be like the all-American kids she saw on Felicity and MTV’s Total Request
Live. Just like every other teenager in America, she struggled with her image, her mom’s
cooking, her religion, and her taste in music. Would she ever live up to the expectations
her parents had for her when they moved to the United States? Would she ever live the
American dream? This triumphant story follows a young woman as she learns to celebrate
her cultural identity.
This is not just an immigrant family’s story—this is America’s story.
AUTHOR BIO
MALAKA GHARIB is the deputy editor and social media manager for NPR’s global health and
global development blog, Goats and Soda. Gharib also manages a food and pop-culture zine
called The Runcible Spoon and cofounded the Washington, DC, area art-book fair.
Potter
9780525575115
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.99
Comics & Graphic Novels—Contemporary Women

POT TER
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Martha Stewart’s Grilling

125+ Recipes for Gatherings Large and Small

From the Kitchens of Martha Stewart
Publicist: Jana Branson | 212-572-2210 | jbranson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

With more than 100 recipes from the trusted editors at Martha Stewart,
this indispensable guide to grilling has everything you need to create
delicious, inviting meals for everyday dinners and backyard feasts.
There’s nothing like the satisfaction of cooking over a live fire, whether for a weeknight
meal or outdoor entertaining. The unmatched smoky flavor of flame-grilled food and the
camaraderie of gathering with friends and family offer a cooking experience unlike any
other. Martha Stewart’s Grilling captures this spirit, while providing essential tips and
techniques for both experienced outdoor cooks and those brand-new to the grill. With
longtime favorites like pulled-pork sandwiches and bacon-and-turkey burgers alongside
foolproof dishes such as Korean short ribs and mojo-marinated shrimp, these recipes are
sure to be added to your repertoire of tried-and-true meals. Crowd-pleasing appetizers,
burgers, tacos, and kebabs join colorful cocktails to allow for easy entertaining, while
smart strategies make grilled classics like pork chops and butterflied whole chicken a
snap. Friends and family alike will love diving right into beautiful platters of grilled meats
and vegetables, followed by grilled or chilled sweet treats—the perfect ending to a simply
delectable meal.
AUTHOR BIO
MARTHA STEWART is America’s most trusted lifestyle expert and teacher and the author of
more than 90 books on cooking, entertaining, crafts, homekeeping, gardening, weddings,
and decorating.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Potter
9781524763374
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$26.00
Cooking—Methods—Barbecue & Grilling

POT TER
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Tasty Bakes

All the Sweet You Can Eat (An Official Tasty Cookbook)

Tasty
Publicist: Natasha Martin | 212-782-8370 | namartin@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

BuzzFeed’s beloved food vertical presents 75 delicious dessert recipes,
both brand-new and fan favorites, that are fun to make, easy to bake, and
will satisfy everyone’s sweet tooth.
You know Tasty. It’s the go-to online resource for fun, easy recipes that satisfy every
hankering, and now it’s also known for producing quality cookbooks that showcase
its trademark easy-to-follow, step-by-step style. Tasty Bakes, with brand-new recipes
alongside viral favorites, will be a conclusive baking companion for anyone who loves
sugar as much as Tasty does. Organized by texture, this dessert book covers Tasty’s most
cravable recipes for the Dense and Fudgy-est, Crackly and Crunchy-est, Gooey and
Chewy-est, Fruity-est, Creamy Dreamy-est, Soft and Fluffy-est, and Drippy-Oozey-est
treats. Whip up goodies like Classic Apple Pie, Chocolate Peanut Butter Lava Cakes, Soft
and Chewy Snickerdoodles, and 16-Layer No-Bake S’Mores Cake, and bring your favorites
to a party to share with your friends, or eat them all yourself—we don’t judge.
AUTHOR BIO
TASTY is the world’s largest social food network, reaching more than 500 million people
around the globe with its signature video recipes. The brand focuses on making cooking
practical and accessible for beginners and experts alike via its online platforms and
cookbooks, Tasty Latest & Greatest and Tasty Ultimate. Launched in 2015, BuzzFeed’s Tasty
has attracted more than 65 billion video views and is the biggest franchise on Facebook,
reaching 1 in 4 monthly users.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Potter
9780525575900
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$19.99
Cooking—Courses & Dishes—Desserts

POT TER
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Where Cooking Begins

Well + Good’s
Eating for Wellness

Uncomplicated Recipes to Make You
a Great Cook

100 Recipes and Advice for a Better You

Carla Lalli Music

Alexia Brue and Melisse Gelula

Publicist: Erica Gelbard | 212-572-6182
egelbard@penguinrandomhouse.com

Potter
9780525573340
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Courses & Dishes

Publicist: Natasha Martin | 212-782-8370
namartin@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A gateway cookbook for novices and
anyone who wants to be a better home
cook, Where Cooking Begins gives readers
a modern approach to shopping, simple
cooking methods, and more than 70 innately
flexible recipes.

From the trusted online wellness community
comes 100 recipes, along with advice and
perspective from experts and influencers,
that address wellness concerns from skin to
sex life.

The indispensable recipes and simple cooking
methods in Where Cooking Begins are an open
invitation to dive into Carla Lalli Music’s intuitive, laidback cooking style. Her recipes are designed to give
readers the ability to make perfect dishes with deadsimple seasonings and endless ingredient swaps, and
her food shopping strategy will teach readers how to
find inspiration at the market. Designed for busy lives
and to make anyone a better cook, Where Cooking
Begins empowers readers with intuitive solutions for
pulling together easy but sophisticated meals.
AUTHOR BIO

*COVER NOT FINAL
Potter
9781984823199
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$29.99
Cooking—Health & Healing

CARLA LALLI MUSIC is the food director at Bon
Appétit. The book design is by Gentl & Hyers (Andrea
Gentl and Martin Hyers), whose work appears in the
New York Times, Bon Appétit, Condé Nast Traveler, and
Afar, among other places.
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Eating for Wellness is the new go-to authority for
staying healthy in every way. These 100 recipes (half
of which are new and exclusive) are contributed
by voices from a variety of fields, including Gabby
Bernstein (spirituality), Bobbi Brown (beauty), Joey
Gonzalez (fitness), Candice Kumai (nutrition), and
more. These are the recipes that wellness idols rely
on every day in their busy lives—and now readers
can do the same. Health labels will be denoted,
such as vegan, paleo, gluten-free, and keto, and
in addition, each recipe will have specific wellness
factors specified: better skin, better sleep, better sex,
better mood, better focus, better digestion, better
energy. The recipes are organized by meal, and the
book contains a wellness index for easy reference, so
readers can act on specific goals.
AUTHOR BIO
ALEXIA BRUE is the cofounder and CEO of Well + Good
and a well-respected wellness writer having spent
years covering health for publications like Vogue and
the New York Times. She lives in New York City with
her husband and two children. MELISSE GELULA is the
cofounder and chief content officer of Well + Good
and a natural beauty expert who frequently speaks on
wellness, beauty, and digital trends at conferences
from Create & Cultivate to FounderMade. She has
been featured as an industry expert on CBS This
Morning, in the New York Times, and in other outlets.

POT TER
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Renegade Women in Film and TV

Food of the Italian South

Elizabeth Weitzman;
Illustrations by Austen Claire Clements

Katie Parla

Recipes for Classic, Disappearing, and Lost Dishes

Publicist: Kate Tyler | 212-572-2551 | ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Jana Branson | 212-572-2210 | jbranson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A charmingly illustrated and timely tribute to 50 women who
changed the way movies and TV shows are made.
Potter
9780525574545
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$16.99
Performing Arts

Eighty-five regionally unique recipes that capture the culture
and culinary traditions of Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, Molise,
and Puglia.

AUTHOR BIO
ELIZABETH WEITZMAN was most recently a senior film critic at the New York
Daily News, where she covered entertainment for 15 years. She has also written
for the New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Village Voice, and many others. In
2015, she was named one of New York’s Top Film Critics by The Hollywood
Reporter. In addition to being a member of the New York Film Critics Circle,
Weitzman holds a master’s degree in Cinema Studies from NYU. AUSTEN
CLAIRE CLEMENTS is a freelance illustrator and graduate of the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago. Her work has been featured in Glamour, Teen Vogue,
InStyle, and other publications.

Potter
9781524760465
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—Italian
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KATIE PARLA moved to Rome in 2003 after graduating from Yale. She holds
a sommelier certificate and a master’s degree in Italian gastronomic culture.
She is the author of the 2016 IACP Award–winning cookbook Tasting Rome.

Cook to Thrive

The New Pie

Natalie Coughlin

Chris Taylor and Paul Arguin

Publicist: Jana Branson | 212-572-2210 | jbranson@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Erica Gelbard | 212-572-6182 | egelbard@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

From one of the most decorated woman in the history of the
Olympics, healthy and delicious recipes to fuel and nourish an
active lifestyle while never sacrificing flavor.

A fresh take on the ultimate feel-good dessert with 75 recipes
for unique and classic pies, all with a modern twist to make them
better than ever.

Recipes to Fuel Body and Soul

Potter
9781524762179
2/26/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Cooking—Health & Healing

AUTHOR BIO

Modern Techniques for the Classic American Dessert

AUTHOR BIO
NATALIE COUGHLIN, a world-class swimmer, is one of the most accomplished
Olympic athletes of all time, with 12 Olympic medals and 20 World Championship
medals, who broke numerous world records along the way. An avid home cook,
she has participated in food competitions on Food Network, Iron Chef America,
and CBS’s The Chef’s Classic.

POT TER

Potter
9780525576440
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Courses &
Dishes—Pies

POT TER

AUTHOR BIO
CHRIS TAYLOR and PAUL ARGUIN are doctors by day and pie contest winners
by weekend. Self-taught and incredibly creative, they have won more than 500
ribbons, including Best of Show in the National Pie Championship. They live in
Atlanta, Georgia.
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La Grotta

The Salt & Straw Ice Cream Cookbook

Ice Creams and Sorbets

Tyler Malek and JJ Goode

Kitty Travers

Publicist: Kate Tyler | 212-572-2551 | ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Kate Tyler | 212-572-2551 | ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Salt & Straw, the country’s most innovative, exciting, and
mediagenic ice cream shop, shares their techniques and ideas for
making deliciously creative ice cream at home.

More than 90 delicious recipes for fresh and unique fruit-forward ice
creams and ices—with 85 photographs and a bold, stunning design.
Potter
9780451498427
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Cooking—Courses
&Dishes—Ice Cream,
Ices, Etc.

AUTHOR BIO
KITTY TRAVERS is the founder of La Grotta Ices, a small creative ice cream
company based in London.

Potter
9781524760151
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Cooking—Courses &
Dishes—Ice Cream, Ices,
Etc.

TYLER MALEK is head ice cream maker for Salt & Straw Ice Cream. Since opening the
shop in early 2011 and creating more than 230 flavors, Malek has been selected as
one of Forbes’s 30 Under 30. JJ GOODE is the coauthor of Pok Pok with Andy Ricker
and State Bird Provisions with Stuart Brioza and Nicole Krasinski, among other books.

The Natural Gourmet Institute
Cookbook

Ritz and Escoffier

The Hotelier, the Chef, and the Rise of the Leisure Class

Over 150 Vegan Recipes and Techniques for a Whole Foods,
Plant-Based Lifestyle

Luke Barr
Publicist: Erica Gelbard | 212-572-6182 | egelbard@penguinrandomhouse.com

The Chef Instructors at the Natural Gourmet
Institute; Foreword by Chloe Coscarelli

SUMMARY

Now in paperback, the critically acclaimed Ritz & Escoffier tells
the tale of how hotelier Cesar Ritz and chef Auguste Escoffier
joined forces in turn-of-the-century Paris and London to spawn a
scandalously modern hotel and restaurant.
Potter
9780804186315
4/2/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Biography—Culinary

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
LUKE BARR is the author of the New York Times bestselling Provence, 1970. A San
Francisco native, Barr lives in Brooklyn with his wife and their two daughters.

Publicist: Kate Tyler | 212-572-2551 | ktyler@penguinrandomhouse.com

Potter
9781524759810
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$35.00
Cooking—Specific
Ingredients—Natural Foods

SUMMARY

From the leading health-focused culinary school comes a
natural foods bible with 150 health-supportive recipes, trusted
techniques, and guidance.
AUTHOR BIO
NATURAL GOURMET INSTITUTE in New York City is the leader in innovative,
interdisciplinary, health-supportive culinary education and has graduated more
than 2,500 chefs from more than 45 countries.
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Healthier Together

Recipes for Two—Nourish Your Body, Nourish Your Relationships

Notes

Liz Moody
Publicist: Natasha Martin | 212-782-8370 | namartin@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Potter
9780525573272
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Cooking—Health & Healing

Seventy-five recipes designed to be cooked and enjoyed by two
that prove eating healthy is delicious, attainable, and fun—and
even easier with a partner.
AUTHOR BIO
LIZ MOODY is the senior food editor at mindbodygreen and creator of Sprouted
Routes, the popular healthy food and lifestyle blog, and the author of Glow Pops.
She lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Tex-Mex

Traditions, Innovations, and Comfort Foods
from Both Sides of the Border

Ford Fry and Jessica Dupuy
Publicist: Jana Branson | 212-572-2210 | jbranson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Potter
9780525573869
4/23/2019
Hardcover
$32.50
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—American—
Southern States

100

A new, definitive cookbook loaded with history, culture, and
authentic, attainable recipes that are heavy on flavor and light
on fuss.
AUTHOR BIO
Houston-born FORD FRY is the chef-owner of several acclaimed restaurants
in Atlanta, including Tex-Mex hot spots Superica and El Felix. Coauthor JESSICA
DUPUY is a native Texan, prominent food-writer, and author of The United Tastes
of Texas.
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Windy Dorresteyn

Marketing and Publicity Director
Ten Speed Press, Lorena Jones Books, and Watson-Guptill
510-285-2972 · windy.dorresteyn@tenspeed.com

TEN SPEED PRESS

Our Planet
Alastair Fothergill and Keith Scholey
Publicist: Natalie Mulford | 510-285-2959 | natalie.mulford@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

A striking photographic companion to the Netflix series from the team
that brought us Planet Earth, presenting never-before-seen visuals of
intriguing animals and environmental change.
Companion to the major Netflix series, Our Planet takes us on a journey across the globe’s
different biological realms to reveal the beauty of nature, the surprising secret lives of
animals, and the unparalleled destruction of wildlife at the hands of humans, all in a
beautifully packaged, foil-stamped coffee-table book that encompasses the most amazing
sights on Earth in unprecedented ways.
AUTHOR BIO
ALASTAIR FOTHERGILL is the series producer of the TV series The Blue Planet (2001)
and Planet Earth (2006), and the codirector of the associated feature films Deep Blue
and Earth. KEITH SCHOLEY is a zoologist and director of Silverback Films and executive
producer of the BBC series Wildlife on One and The Wildlife Specials and of the Discover
series North America.
Alastair Fothergill

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399581540
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$35.00
Nature—Animals—Wildlife

PRAISE FOR THE BLUE PLANET
“This stunning new book reveals the secrets of our water planet. . . . The plant and
animal life adapted to each environment are depicted in beautiful photographs. . . .
The informative text is conversational and highly readable.” —BOOKLIST

Keith Scholey

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Franklin Steak
Aaron Franklin and Jordan Mackay
Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

The be-all, end-all guide to cooking the perfect steak—from buying top-
notch beef, seasoning, and building the ideal cooking vessel—from the
team behind the acclaimed and bestselling Franklin Barbecue.
Aaron Franklin may be the reigning king of brisket, but in his off-time, what he really loves
to cook and eat at home is steak. So in this follow-up to his bestselling book Franklin
Barbecue, the pitmaster extraordinaire teaches readers how to cook his favorite food
to absolute perfection. With their trademark rigor and expertise, Franklin and coauthor
Jordan Mackay go deeper into the art and science of cooking steak than anyone has gone
before. They travel the world—beyond Franklin’s native Texas to Spain, Scotland, California,
and Japan—to uncover global steak preparations and traditions. They demystify cattle
breeds, explore the technique of dry-aging, and even teach readers how to build custom,
backyard grill setups inspired by the best steak chefs in the world. For any meat lover,
backyard grill master, or fan of Franklin’s fun yet authoritative approach, this book is a
must-have.
AUTHOR BIO
AARON FRANKLIN is one of the biggest, most recognized names in barbecue. His restaurant
has won every major barbecue award and has been in magazines ranging from GQ to Bon
Appétit. JORDAN MACKAY is a James Beard Award–winning writer on wine, spirits, and food.
His work has appeared in the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, Wine & Spirits, Food & Wine,
and Gourmet, among others.
Ten Speed Press
9780399580963
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$29.99
Cooking—Methods—Barbecue & Grilling

PRAISE FOR AARON FRANKLIN
“Aaron Franklin makes the finest barbecue I’ve ever had,
barbecue worth waiting for. His work and his words express
a truly rare level of commitment and expertise.”
—ANTHONY BOURDAIN
“I used to think Aaron Franklin was a genius: He’s not a genius
anymore; he’s a god.” —ANDREW KNOWLTON, restaurant and
drinks editor, Bon Appétit
“This book is a game changer; read it, and your barbecue will
improve overnight!” —ADAM PERRY LANG, chef, restaurateur,
and author of Serious Barbecue

TEN SPEED PRESS
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My Tiny Atlas

MY TINY ATLAS

We Are Everywhere

Our World Through Your Eyes

A Visual Guide to the History of Queer
Liberation, So Far

Emily Nathan

Leighton Brown
and Matthew Riemer

Publicist: Natalie Mulford | 510-285-2959
natalie.mulford@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951
david.hawk@tenspeed.com

A wanderlust-inspiring collection of photos
compiled by the premier online curator of
travel content.

O UR WO R LD THR O UGH YOU R EY ES

EMILY NATHAN

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399582264
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$30.00
Photography—Subjects & Themes—Landscapes

As much an armchair-travel companion as a guide
to planning your next trip, My Tiny Atlas contains
300 lush, surprising, and stunning photos, along
with stories about far-flung locales and tips for
experiencing a location like a local. From Tiny Atlas
Quarterly—one of the most trusted sources for
authentic and inspiring travel photography—this book
takes you to all corners of the world, from Paris, San
Francisco, and Buenos Aires to the Arctic Circle,
Tanzania, and Mongolia. My Tiny Atlas visually explores
new destinations with an intimate, insider’s view—
not of the usual attractions, but of the real people,
mouthwatering food, verdant flora, bustling streets,
wild animals, epic views, lazy rivers, architectural
gems, and other details that make you feel like you’re
truly in another place, whether you ever leave home
or not.

SUMMARY

A rich photographic history of the queer
liberation movement from the massively
popular @lgbt_history Instagram account.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399581816
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$40.00
Social Science—LGBT Studies

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO

Professional photographer EMILY NATHAN founded Tiny
Atlas Quarterly in Oakland, California, in 2012 as a way to
offer something she noticed was missing from even the
best travel and lifestyle content publications. It became
the place to merge incredible and more intimate
imagery from some of the best lifestyle photographers
in the world with the honest voices, personal narratives,
and helpful travel tips people bring home from their
trips. Tiny Atlas Quarterly has become one of the most
respected producers of travel content, lauded for its
on-the-ground, real-life perspective.
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Through the lens of pride, protest, and progress,
We Are Everywhere is a visual record and celebration
of LGBTQ+ identity, life, history, and liberation,
timed to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the
1969 Stonewall Riots. Tracing queer history from
the early 20th century before Stonewall to today,
this beautifully packaged photo book contains
thousands of photos and pieces of ephemera with
detailed corresponding narrative that tells the story
of the fight for LGBTQ+ civil rights. The vintage and
contemporary images cover every aspect of queer life
and liberation, including pride marches and protests,
the AIDS crisis, queer family life, personal snapshots
from notable and everyday people, drag queens,
celebrations, reactions to important legal decisions,
marriage equality, and more.

LEIGHTON BROWN and MATTHEW RIEMER are an
engaged couple based in Washington, DC, who are both
attorneys and amateur LGBT historians. Together they
run the hugely popular @lgbt_history Instagram account.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Whole Hog BBQ

The Life of Frederick Douglass

Sam Jones and Daniel Vaughn

David F. Walker; Illustrated by Damon Smyth
and Marissa Louise

The Gospel of Carolina Barbecue with Recipes
from Skylight Inn and Sam Jones BBQ

A Graphic Narrative of a Slave’s Journey from Bondage to Freedom

Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944
kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Eleanor Thacher | 510-285-2945 | eleanor.thacher@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The definitive guide to Carolina-style
barbecue featuring more than 20 family
recipes for barbecue, sides, and desserts.

Ten Speed Press
9780399581328
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$29.99
Cooking—Methods—Barbecue & Grilling

In Whole Hog BBQ, Sam Jones and renowned
barbecue editor Daniel Vaughn recount the history
of barbecue in Eastern North Carolina and share the
origin story of Skylight Inn—the legendary barbecue
spot that Jones’s grandfather opened in 1947. Along
the way, we come to understand the Jones family’s
legacy and gain access to coveted recipes from
Skylight Inn and Sam Jones BBQ. We get the step-
by-step method for Skylight Inn’s classic whole hog
(serves 180!) and the scaled-down 60-pound version
from Sam Jones BBQ, as well as a recipe for the best
pork shoulder you’ve ever had plus other favorites
from both restaurants, all adapted for the home
kitchen and grill: cornbread, sweet slaw, spareribs,
smoked turkey, fried catfish, the signature burger,
and more.

Ten Speed Press
9780399581441
1/8/2019
Trade Paperback
$19.99
Comics & Graphic Novels—
Nonfiction—Biography &
Memoir

AUTHOR BIO
DAVID F. WALKER is a writer, filmmaker, journalist, and educator. His comic
writing includes Luke Cage, Shaft, and Cyborg. DAMON SMYTH is an illustrator and
a comic book artist. MARISSA LOUISE is an illustrator and a colorist.

The Tiny Mess

Recipes and Stories from Small Kitchens

Trevor Gordon, Maddie Gordon, and Mary Gonzalez

AUTHOR BIO
SAM JONES is the owner of Sam Jones BBQ and
Skylight Inn, which was opened by his grandfather in
1947 and where he started honing his chops as a boy.
He returned to the family business after rediscovering
barbecue through writing a 15-page essay on the
topic for a college assignment. DANIEL VAUGHN is the
country’s first barbecue editor. He holds this post at
Texas Monthly magazine and has also contributed to
Bon Appétit, Lucky Peach, First We Feast, Los Angeles
magazine, and Time. He is the author of Prophets of
Smoked Meat.
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A graphic novel biography of the escaped slave and abolitionist,
spotlighting the key events and people that shaped the life of a
great American.

TEN SPEED PRESS

Publicist: Eleanor Thacher | 510-285-2945 | eleanor.thacher@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Ten Speed Press
9780399582738
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
House & Home—
Small Spaces

A lushly photographed cookbook featuring more than 40 recipes
and stories from tiny kitchens: from sailboats and trailers to
treehouses, cottages, and converted railcars.
AUTHOR BIO
TREVOR GORDON is a photographer and professional surfer. MADDIE GORDON
is an illustrator from Sussex, England. She lives aboard a 36-foot sailboat with
Trevor. MARY GONZALEZ is a farmer. She lives in a 30-foot travel trailer with her
dog, Rose.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Vietnamese Food Any Day

Working Actor

Simple Recipes for True, Fresh Flavors

Breaking In, Making a Living, and Making a Life in the Fabulous
Trenches of Show Business

Andrea Nguyen

David Dean Bottrell

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Eleanor Thacher | 510-285-2945 | eleanor.thacher@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Ten Speed Press
9780399580352
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$24.99
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—Vietnamese

SUMMARY

These accessible, easy recipes show you how to use everyday
ingredients to create true Vietnamese flavors at home any night of
the week—and fast.
AUTHOR BIO
ANDREA NGUYEN is an author, a teacher, and a consultant whose books include
Into the Vietnamese Kitchen, The Banh Mi Handbook, and the James Beard Award
winner The Pho Cookbook. Her writing has appeared in the Los Angeles Times and
Cooking Light.

Character actor David Dean Bottrell draws on his 35-plus
tumultuous years in the entertainment industry to offer an
insider’s guide to having a successful career.
Ten Speed Press
9780399581908
2/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.99
Performing Arts—
Acting & Auditioning
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DAVID DEAN BOTTRELL is a critically acclaimed actor with appearances on Boston
Legal, Modern Family, Mad Men, and True Blood; a screenwriter for Paramount
and Disney; an acting teacher at UCLA and AADA; and a regular expert columnist
for Backstage.

The Art of Tattoo

Seasonal Flower Arranging

Megan Massacre

Ariella Chezar

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Natalie Mulford | 510-285-2959 | natalie.mulford@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Tattoo artist Megan Massacre presents a beautiful collection of her
best work and a behind-the-scenes look into the making of a tattoo.

This lavishly photographed book from a renowned floral designer
provides step-by-step instructions for 40 floral arrangements that
celebrate the bounty of each season.

Fill Your Home with Blooms, Branches,
and Foraged Materials All Year Round

An Insider’s Look at a Tattoo Artist’s Inspirations, Designs,
and Hard-Won Advice

Ten Speed Press
9780399578786
2/19/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Art—Body Art & Tattooing

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
MEGAN MASSACRE has appeared on TLC’s America’s Worst Tattoos and NY Ink,
and is currently filming the second season of Fuse’s Bondi Ink Tattoo Crew. She is
a cofounder of New York City’s Grit N Glory and the author of Marked in Ink.

TEN SPEED PRESS

Ten Speed Press
9780399580765
2/26/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Crafts & Hobbies—
Flower Arranging

AUTHOR BIO
ARIELLA CHEZAR is the author of The Flower Workshop, a master floral designer, and
the artistic director at FlowerSchool New York. She lives in upstate New York and has
appeared in O: The Oprah Magazine, Martha Stewart Living, and Real Simple.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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The Essential Vegan
Instant Pot® Cookbook

Simple Cake

All You Need to Keep Your Friends and Family in Cake

Fresh and Foolproof Plant-Based Recipes for Your
Electric Pressure Cooker

Odette Williams
Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

Coco Morante

SUMMARY

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

Ten Speed Press
9780399582981
2/26/2019
Hardcover
$19.99
Cooking—Methods—
Pressure Cooking

SUMMARY

This collection of more than 75 easy, well-tested vegan recipes for
the Instant Pot is the go-to source for mouthwatering plant-based
weekday meals.
AUTHOR BIO

Ten Speed Press
9780399581427
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$23.00
Cooking—Courses &
Dishes—Cakes

COCO MORANTE runs the extremely popular Instant Pot Recipes Facebook page,
founded the food blog LeftySpoon.com, and is the author of The Essential Instant
Pot Cookbook and the upcoming Ultimate Instant Pot Cookbook.
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AUTHOR BIO
ODETTE WILLIAMS is an Australian expat and baking fanatic. Her eponymous
brand, w
 hich features products including flour scoops and cookie cutters—is
sold by J.Crew, Anthropologie, ABC Carpet & Home, Le Bon Marché, and Barneys.

The Healing Magic of Forest Bathing

Aloha Kitchen

Julia Plevin

Alana Kysar

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A transporting guide to the art of forest bathing for anyone who
wants to connect with and experience the transforming benefits of
nature.

A beautiful cookbook of 85 fresh and sunny recipes reflecting the
major cultures that have influenced Hawaiian food over time.

Recipes from Hawai’i

Finding Calm, Creativity, and Connection in the Natural World

Ten Speed Press
9780399582110
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$16.99
Self-Help—Meditations

A nostalgic ode to the joy of homemade cake, beautifully
photographed with mix-and-match recipes for a sweet lift any day
of the week.

AUTHOR BIO
JULIA PLEVIN is a writer, designer, and the founder of the Forest Bathing Club.
She has been featured in The Atlantic, HuffPost, VentureBeat, Quartz (Virgin Blue
in-flight magazine), and Business Insider.

TEN SPEED PRESS

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399581366
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—American—
Western States

AUTHOR BIO
ALANA KYSAR was born in Hawai’i and currently resides in Los Angeles. She won
Saveur magazine’s blog award for Best New Voice. Her photos and recipes have been
picked up everywhere from Food & Wine and Saveur to BuzzFeed and Yahoo Food.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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HIGHER
ETIQUETTE
A Guide to the World
of Cannabis, from
Dispensaries to
Dinner Parties

LIZZIE POST
of The Emily Post Institute

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399582394
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$18.99
Reference—Etiquette

Higher Etiquette

The Beginner’s Guide to Crystals

Lizzie Post

Lisa Butterworth

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A witty and informative guide to marijuana etiquette from the
most established and revered brand in etiquette advice, the Emily
Post Institute.

The Beginner’s Guide to Crystals is a full-color, photographic
guide to 65+ crystals and their emotional, spiritual, and physical
healing benefits.

A Guide to the World of Cannabis, from Dispensaries to Dinner Parties

AUTHOR BIO
LIZZIE POST is copresident of the Emily Post Institute, for which she has been
an etiquette author and spokesperson for 10 years. She cohosts the Awesome
Etiquette podcast, and produces EPI’s e-learning program and Etiquette Bites
video series.

The Everyday Magic of Crystal Healing, with 65+ Stones

Ten Speed Press
9781984856548
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Body, Mind & Spirit—
Crystals; Body, Mind &
Spirit—Healing—Energy
(Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)

Thank You for Smoking

25 Breathwork Practices for Connection, Joy, and Resilience

Ashley Neese

Paula Disbrowe

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY
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LISA BUTTERWORTH is a Los Angeles–based writer and editor at BUST and Tidal
magazines. Specializing in fashion, food, and pop culture, she has written for
Nylon, Cosmopolitan.com, Elle.com, Refinery29, New York magazine, and more.

How to Breathe

Fun and Fearless Recipes Cooked with a Whiff of Wood Fire
on Your Grill or Smoker

Ten Speed Press
9780399582134
3/26/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Methods—
Barbecue & Grilling

AUTHOR BIO

One hundred recipes for smoking meats, fish, poultry, vegetables,
nuts, grains, and more on a backyard smoker or grill in as little as
30 minutes.
AUTHOR BIO
PAULA DISBROWE is a food and travel writer and the author or coauthor of six
cookbooks, including Food52’s Any Night Grilling, Down Home with the Neelys
with Patrick and Gina Neely, and Real Cajun and Down South with Donald Link.

TEN SPEED PRESS

This simple guide to breathwork takes you through 25 practices
for everyday situations like destressing, falling asleep, and
managing anger.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399582714
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$16.00
Self-Help—Meditations

AUTHOR BIO
ASHLEY NEESE is certified in breathwork, somatic trauma touch, Hatha yoga,
and energy medicine. She has been featured in Vogue, Goop, Well + Good,
The Chalkboard Mag, mindbodygreen, Elle Japan, Free & Native, and The
Nourished Journal.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Vanlife Diaries

EAT. COOK. L.A.

Kathleen Morton, Jonny Dustow, and Jared Melrose

Aleksandra Crapanzano

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A photographic celebration of life on the road with interviews,
essential advice for living on the road, and more than 200 photos
of tiny rolling homes.

Eighty recipes chosen to paint an intimate culinary portrait of
Los Angeles—a city with a complex food history and an
international sensibility.

Finding Freedom on the Open Road

Ten Speed Press
9780399581144
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Photography—Subjects &
Themes—Lifestyles

Recipes from the City of Angels

AUTHOR BIO
KATHLEEN MORTON is a freelance journalist and the author of Tiny House Tiny
Footprint. She lives in an ’87 Toyota van with her dog, Peaches. JONNY DUSTOW
and JARED MELROSE are cofounders of Vanlife Diaries. Surfers and musicians,
they both live in vans on Australia’s east coast.

Ten Speed Press
9780399580475
4/23/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—American—
California Style

Beyond Beautiful

Recipes from Thailand and Beyond

Andy Ricker

Anuschka Rees

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

From chef and bestselling author Andy Ricker comes this definitive
guide to his favorite noodle dishes from Thailand, with detailed
recipes that anyone can follow.

A prescriptive and empowering guide to building confidence in your
body, clothes, beauty, and life in an era of toxic beauty standards.
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ALEKSANDRA CRAPANZANO is the recipient of the James Beard Foundation’s
M.F.K. Fisher Award for Distinguished Writing and writes A Little Something Sweet,
the dessert column for the Wall Street Journal.

POK POK Noodles

A Practical Guide to Being Happy, Confident,
and You in a Looks-Obsessed World

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399582097
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$16.00
Self-Help—Personal
Growth—Happiness

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
ANUSCHKA REES is a writer, personal style expert, and the author of The Curated
Closet. She lives in Berlin and has a master’s degree in social psychology from the
London School of Economics.

TEN SPEED PRESS

Ten Speed Press
9781607747758
5/21/2019
Hardcover
$35.00
Cooking—Regional &
Ethnic—Thai

AUTHOR BIO
ANDY RICKER is a James Beard Award–winning chef and the owner of six POK POK
restaurants in Portland, Oregon, and Brooklyn, New York. Andy splits his time
among Chiang Mai, Thailand; New York City; and Portland.

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Batch Cocktails

Perfect Pan Pizza

Make-Ahead Pitcher Drinks for Every Occasion

Detroit, Roman, Sicilian, Focaccia, and Grandma Pies
to Make at Home

Maggie Hoffman

Peter Reinhart

Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

A hip, accessible guide to batch cocktail making for entertaining,
with 65 recipes designed to stay fresh when made ahead and be
served out of a pitcher.
Ten Speed Press
9780399582530
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$19.99
Cooking—Beverages—
Alcoholic—Bartending

AUTHOR BIO
MAGGIE HOFFMAN is the author of The One-Bottle Cocktail. She writes about
cocktails, wine, and beer for the James Beard Award–winning website Serious
Eats, where she founded the drinks section in 2011. She lives in San Francisco
with her husband and daughter.

SUMMARY

*COVER NOT FINAL
Ten Speed Press
9780399581953
5/14/2019
Hardcover
$22.99
Cooking—Courses &
Dishes—Pizza

A guide to pan pizza from baking authority Peter Reinhart,
including achievable recipes for making Detroit, Sicilian, and
Roman pizzas and focaccias in a home oven.
AUTHOR BIO
PETER REINHART is the author of 10 books on bread, including the James Beard
Award and IACP Cookbook Award winner The Bread Baker’s Apprentice. He is a
full-time baking instructor at Johnson and Wales University.

The Teen Kitchen
Recipes We Love to Cook

The Kitchen Twins, Emily and Lyla Allen;
Foreword by Rachael Ray
Publicist: Lauren Kretzschmar | 510-285-2948 | lauren.kretzschmar@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Ten Speed Press
9780399581878
5/14/2019
Trade Paperback
$19.99
Cooking—Cooking with Kids
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A fun and colorful cookbook, written by teenage stars the Kitchen
Twins, with more than 75 delicious recipes for everyday cooking,
healthy options, comfort food, and family favorites.
AUTHOR BIO
EMILY and LYLA ALLEN are 13-year-old twins from New Jersey with a cooking blog
(kitchen-twins) and appearances on the Rachael Ray Show, Chopped Junior, the
Today show, and Kid Food Nation.

TEN SPEED PRESS

TEN SPEED PRESS
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Windy Dorresteyn

Marketing and Publicity Director
Ten Speed Press, Lorena Jones Books, and Watson-Guptill
510-285-2972 · windy.dorresteyn@tenspeed.com

LORENA JONES
BOOKS

My Mexico City Kitchen
Recipes amd Convictions

Gabriela Cámara and Malena Waltrous
Publicist: David Hawk | 510-285-2951 | david.hawk@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Internationally celebrated Mexican chef and culinary trendsetter Gabriela
Cámara shares 150 recipes for her vibrant, simple, and sophisticated
contemporary Mexican cooking.
Inspired by the flavors, ingredients, and flair of Mexico City, Gabriela Cámara’s style of
fresh-first, vegetable-forward, legume-loving, and seafood-centric Mexican cooking is
a siren call to all home cooks who crave authentic, on-trend recipes they can make with
confidence and regularity. With recipes for essentials, breakfasts, starters, mains, sweets,
and drinks, Mexican food fans will find everything they want to make—from chilaquiles
verdes to chiles rellenos and flan de cajeta—plus many sure-to-be new favorites, such as
her signature tuna tostadas. More than 150 arresting images capture the rich culture that
informs Cámara’s food, and essays detail the approach that distinguishes her cooking,
from why non-GMO corn matters to how everything can be a taco. With celebrated
restaurants in Mexico City and San Francisco, Cámara is at the vanguard of Mexican
cooking and her straightforward, elevated recipes are exactly what home cooks want.
AUTHOR BIO
GABRIELA CÁMARA is the chef-owner of Mexico City’s Contramar and San Francisco’s
Cala. Cala has been named a Best New Restaurant by Bon Appétít, Restaurant of the Year
by Food & Wine, and a semifinalist for the James Beard Foundation’s Best New Restaurant.
MALENA WALTROUS has written for the New York Times and teaches the Online Writer’s
Studio for Stanford University.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Lorena Jones Books
9780399580574
4/30/2019
Hardcover
$35.00
Cooking—Regional & Ethnic—Mexican

PRAISE FOR GABRIELA CÁMARA
“Gabriela Cámara’s Contramar is always my first stop in Mexico City. It feels like the city’s
dining room.” —ALICE WATERS

Gabriela Cámara

LORENA JONES BOOKS
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Platform

Notes

The Art and Science of Personal Branding

Cynthia Johnson
Publicist: Natalie Mulford | 510-285-2959 | natalie.mulford@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

The indispensable guide to developing a personal brand, finding
an audience, and nurturing followers, by marketing expert
Cynthia Johnson.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Lorena Jones Books
9780399581373
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$22.99
Business & Economics—
Careers

AUTHOR BIO
CYNTHIA JOHNSON is the cofounder of branding agency Bell + Ivy and has 1.5 million
followers on Twitter. Her work has been featured in Inc., Forbes, and Time, and she
has advised on campaigns for companies such as Vans, Levi’s, and more.

Baking at République

Masterful Techniques and Recipes for Bakers

baking at

Margarita Manzke

Margarita Manzke
with Betty Hallock

Publicist: Kristin Casemore | 510-285-2944 | kristin.casemore@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

masterful
techniques
and recipes

Lorena Jones Books
9780399580598
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$30.00
Cooking—Methods—Baking
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A stunning instructional that teaches the key doughs, batters,
recipes, and smart ways for creating the wow factor and bakery-
quality results at home.
AUTHOR BIO
MARGARITA MANZKE is the co-owner of République, Sari Sari, and Pettycash in
Los Angeles and five Wildflour bakeries in Manila.

LORENA JONES BOOKS

LORENA JONES BOOKS
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Windy Dorresteyn

Marketing and Publicity Director
Ten Speed Press, Lorena Jones Books, and Watson-Guptill
510-285-2972 · windy.dorresteyn@tenspeed.com

WATSONGUPTILL

Draw 200 Animals

The Step-by-Step Way to Draw Horses, Cats, Dogs, Birds, Fish, and
Many More Creatures

Notes

Lee J. Ames
Publicist: Eleanor Thacher | 510-285-2945 | eleanor.thacher@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Watson-Guptill
9780399580215
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$19.99
Art—Techniques—Drawing

A compendium of step-by-step exercises from the bestselling
Draw 50 series with lessons for rendering animals like cats, dogs,
horses, and more.
AUTHOR BIO
LEE J. AMES began his career at Walt Disney Studios, taught at the School of
Visual Arts and Dowling College, and illustrated more than 150 books. A prolific
author of more than 30 Draw 50 books, Ames died in 2011 at the age of 90.

Peggy Dean’s Guide to Nature Drawing
and Watercolor
Learn to Sketch, Ink, and Paint Flowers, Plants, Trees, and Animals

Peggy Dean
Publicist: Natalie Mulford | 510-285-2959 | natalie.mulford@tenspeed.com

SUMMARY

Watson-Guptill
9780399582158
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$22.99
Art—Techniques—Pen & Ink
Drawing
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Learn to draw and paint whimsical flora and fauna in this colorful
guide that features flowers, trees, plants, animals, birds, and
nature scenes.
AUTHOR BIO
PEGGY DEAN is an artist, author, and popular online art instructor who focuses
on line drawing and watercolor. She is the author of two bestselling how-to
books: The Ultimate Brush Lettering Guide and Botanical Line Drawing.

WAT S O N - G U P T I L L

WAT S O N - G U P T I L L
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Carisa Hays

Vice President,
Executive Director of Publicity
Crown Publishing Group
212-782-9277 • chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

CURRENCY

Brave, Not Perfect

Fear Less, Fail More, and Live Bolder

Reshma Saujani
Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

New York Times bestselling author and Girls Who Code founder and CEO
inspires us to discover the power of female bravery.
As women, we are taught from an early age to play it safe. Parents and teachers reward
us for being quiet and polite, urge us to be careful so we don’t get hurt, and steer us
to activities at which we can shine. Meanwhile, boys are expected to speak up, get
dirty, play rough, climb to the top of the monkey bars. In short, boys are raised to be
brave, while girls are taught to be perfect.
As a result, we grow up to be women who are afraid to fail. So scared to take risks,
take a stand, or ask for what we want, even to make mistakes, we tamp down our
dreams and narrow our world, along with our opportunities for happiness.
Through inspiring stories, powerful insights, and simple practices to make bravery a
lifelong habit, Reshma Saujani shows us how to end our love affair with perfection and
become the authors of our biggest, boldest, and most joyful life.
AUTHOR BIO
RESHMA SAUJANI is the founder and CEO of Girls Who Code, a national nonprofit
working to close the gender gap in technology that has reached 90,000 girls in 50
states. She has been named one of Fortune’s 40 Under 40, one Forbes’s Most Powerful
Women Changing the World, and an AOL/PBS Next Maker. She is the author of a New
York Times bestselling book for young readers.
Currency
9781524762339
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Self-Help—Personal Growth—Success

PRAISE FOR RESHMA SAUJANI’S GIRLS WHO CODE
“Reshma Saujani and Girls Who Code are changing the face
of tech, one girl at a time. This book is an invitation for every
girl to join the movement for a more equal and better future.”
—SHERYL SANDBERG, Facebook COO and founder of LeanIn.org
and OptionB.org
“Girls deserve the opportunity to fall in love with computers.
This book, which makes computer science accessible, clear,
and engaging, will help provide it. And it won’t be just girls
who benefit. The more women leaders in this field, the more
innovative and impactful technology will be for everyone.”
—MELINDA GATES, philanthropist
CURRENCY
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Late Bloomers

Creative Trespassing

The Power of Patience in a World Obsessed
with Early Achievement

How to Put the Spark and Joy Back into Your Work and Life

Tania Katan

Rich Karlgaard

Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543
mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

“You don’t have to turn into a corporate drone to kick ass in the
working world,” says Tania Katan. Here she shows how to sneak
creativity and imagination into any job—and put the spark back
into our nine-to-five.

SUMMARY

A groundbreaking exploration of what it
means to be a late bloomer in a culture
obsessed with SAT scores and early success,
and how finding one’s way later in life can
be an advantage to long-term achievement
and happiness.

Currency
9781524759759
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Self-Help—Personal Growth—Success

We live in a society where kids and parents are obsessed
with early achievement, from getting perfect scores on
SATs to getting into Ivy League colleges to landing an
amazing job at Google or Facebook.
But most of us do not explode out of the gates in life.
The executive function of our brains doesn’t mature
until age 25—and later, for some.
Based on several years of research, personal
experience, and interviews with neuroscientists,
psychologists, and countless people at different stages
of their careers, Karlgaard reveals how and when we
achieve full potential—and why an algorithmic acuity in
math is such an anomaly in terms of career success.

*COVER NOT FINAL
Currency
9780525573401
2/12/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Business & Economics—
Motivational

How Decoupling Drives Consumer Disruption

Thales S. Teixeira

AUTHOR BIO

Publicist: Jenny Lee | 212-572-2076 | jenlee@penguinrandomhouse.com

RICH KARLGAARD is the publisher of Forbes magazine
and is based in Silicon Valley. He is a renown lecturer,
pilot, and the author of four acclaimed previous books.

CURRENCY

TANIA KATAN is a speaker, creative consultant, and cocreator of the viral
campaign #ItWasNeverADress. Her creative disruptions have been covered by
the New York Times, Glamour, Time, BuzzFeed, Mashable, CNN, and other outlets.

Unlocking the Customer Value Chain

SUMMARY

Based on six years of research, Harvard Business School professor
Thales Teixeira shows how and why industries are disrupted, and what
established companies can do to respond—as well as what potential
start-ups must master if they hope to gain a competitive edge.
Currency
9781524763084
2/19/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Business & Economics—
Management
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AUTHOR BIO

CURRENCY

AUTHOR BIO
THALES S. TEIXEIRA is the Lumry Family Associate Professor of Business
Administration at Harvard Business School. His work has been published widely
in both scholarly journals as well as in Forbes, The Economist, the New York Times,
and Harvard Business Review.
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New to Big

Mission-Driven Leadership

How Companies Can Create Like Entrepreneurs, Invest Like VCs,
and Install a Permanent Operating System for Growth

My Journey as a Radical Capitalist

Mark Bertolini

David Kidder and Christina Wallace

Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Currency
9780525573593
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Business & Economics—
Entrepreneurship

In New to Big, start-up guru David Kidder and the Bionic team
reveal their blueprint for helping companies recapture their
growth skills—by funding a portfolio of start-ups and monitoring
their progress to encourage entrepreneurship within companies.
AUTHOR BIO
DAVID KIDDER is the cofounder and CEO of Bionic, a company created to help
established corporations unlock new growth by embracing entrepreneurial
principles. He has been an angel investor in more than 30 companies, and is
the creator and coauthor of the two-time New York Times bestselling series, the
Intellectual Devotional, published by Rodale, and author of The Startup Playbook,
published by Chronicle Books. He lives in Westchester County, New York, with his
wife and three sons.

In Mission-Driven Leadership, Mark Bertolini, the longtime
chairman and CEO of Aetna, the Fortune 500 health insurance
company, reveals that genuine leadership is not about dollars and
market share, but about improving lives and communities.
Currency
9780525572794
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Business & Economics—
Leadership

Rise and Grind

*COVER NOT FINAL
Currency
9780804189972
4/2/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Business & Economics—
Motivational
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AUTHOR BIO
MARK BERTOLINI has been the chairman and CEO of Aetna, a Fortune 50 health
insurance company, since 2010. He regularly appears in the national media to talk
about high minimum wages, the importance of well-being in our lives, and on the
importance of universal health care.

Alpha Girls

Outperform, Outwork, and Outhustle Your Way to a More Successful
and Rewarding Life

The Women Who Challenged Silicon Valley’s Male Culture and
Pioneered the Future

Daymond John

Julian Guthrie

Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

John reveals how grit and persistence fueled his success, and
shares the winning secrets of others who have risen to challenges
and grinded their way to the top.

Alpha Girls is reporter Julian Guthrie’s powerful account of four
women pioneers in the field of venture capital who bucked the
system and found ways to survive and thrive in the cutthroat, high-
stakes, male-dominated world of Silicon Valley.

AUTHOR BIO
DAYMOND JOHN is CEO and founder of FUBU, a global lifestyle brand with over
$6 billion in sales. He is a celebrated entrepreneur, a “shark” on the hit ABC series
Shark Tank, and author of the New York Times bestseller The Power of Broke.

CURRENCY

Currency
9780525573920
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Biography—Business

CURRENCY

AUTHOR BIO
JULIAN GUTHRIE spent 20 years writing for the San Francisco Chronicle, where
she won numerous awards, including the Society of Professional Journalists
Public Service Award and the Best of the West Award. Her writing has been
nominated multiple times for the Pulitzer Prize. Guthrie is the author of three
nonfiction books: The Grace of Everyday Saints, The Billionaire and the Mechanic,
and How to Make a Spaceship.
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Financially Forward

Notes

How to Hack Your Wallet in the Digital Age

Alexa von Tobel
Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Our wallets—like every aspect of our lives—are going digital. Von
Tobel shows how to use today’s simple tools to save more, spend
less, and invest smarter.
Currency
9781984823526
5/14/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Business & Economics—
Personal Finance
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AUTHOR BIO
New York Times bestselling author ALEXA VON TOBEL is founder and CEO
of LearnVest and chief digital officer at Northwestern Mutual. She has been
featured in the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Good Morning America,
Today, and Vogue and was named one of Fortune’s Most Powerful Women and
received Elle’s Genius Award.

CURRENCY

CURRENCY
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Vice President,
Executive Director of Publicity
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CROWN FORUM

Lady in Red

Notes

An Intimate Portrait of Nancy Reagan

Sheila Tate
Publicist: Hayley Shear | 212-572-2546 | hshear@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Lady in Red is the long-awaited collection of behind-the-scenes
stories and iconic images of one of the most influential First Ladys
in modern history: Nancy Reagan.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Crown Forum
9781524762209
4/9/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.00
Biography—Presidents &
Heads of State

AUTHOR BIO
SHEILA TATE served as press secretary to First Lady Nancy Reagan from 1981 to
1985. Tate remained in close touch with Mrs. Reagan after the Reagans returned
to California, speaking with her often until her passing in 2016.

On Faith

Lessons from an American Believer

Antonin Scalia; Foreword by Justice Clarence Thomas
Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A collection of Justice Scalia’s reflections, speeches, and opinions
on religions.
Crown Forum
9781984823311
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$20.00
Religion—Faith
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AUTHOR BIO
ANTONIN SCALIA joined the Supreme Court in 1986. He served for nearly 30 years
before his death in 2016. Scalia was married to his wife, Maureen, for 55 years.
Together they had nine children and dozens of grandchildren.
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CONVERGENT

You Can’t Go Wrong Doing Right

How a Child of Poverty Rose to the White House and Helped Change the World

Robert J. Brown
Publicist: Penny Simon | 865-675-1705 | psimon@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

In this unforgettable account of a quietly remarkable life, Robert Brown
takes readers into pivotal moments from the 20th century, sharing the
lessons that helped him shape the America we know today.
Called “a world-class power broker” by the Washington Post, Robert Brown has been a
sought-after counselor for nearly every American president since John F. Kennedy. But
as a child born into poverty in the 1930s, Brown was raised by his grandmother to think
differently about success. For example, “The best way to influence others is to be helpful,”
she told him. And, “You can’t go wrong by doing right.”
Fueled by these lessons on service, Brown went on to play a role alongside the great and
the powerful of our time: trailing the mob in 1950s Harlem with a young Robert F. Kennedy;
channeling money from American business to the civil rights movement; advising Richard
Nixon on how to support black entrepreneurship; becoming the only person allowed to
visit Nelson Mandela in Pollsmoor Prison in Cape Town.
Full of unbelievable moments and words of inspiration, You Can’t Go Wrong Doing Right is
a soul-stirring read for the dreamer in us all.
AUTHOR BIO
ROBERT BROWN is CEO and founder of B&C International, a global management consulting
firm, and founder of the International BookSmart Foundation, a nonprofit that to date has
shipped more than 5 million books to over 300 libraries in Africa.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Convergent
9781524762780
1/15/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Autobiography—Cultural, Ethnic & Regional—African American & Black
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Shameless

A Sexual Reformation

Nadia Bolz-Weber
Publicist: Ellen Folan | 212-782-8944 | efolan@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From the New York Times bestselling author Nadia Bolz-Weber comes a
raw, intimate, and timely overhaul of our harmful and antiquated ideas
about sex, gender, and our bodies.
Christians are obsessed with sex—but not in a good way. For nearly 2,000 years, this obsession
has often turned destructive by inflicting pain, suffering, and guilt on people of all persuasions
and backgrounds. In Shameless, Bolz-Weber looks at the religious messages about sex that
have created shame, explores the harm these messages have done, then offers, not a list of
simple amendments, but a call to burn it all down and start over.
Bolz-Weber calls for a reformation. To make her case, she offers experiences from her own
life and stories from her parishioners alongside biblical theology to explore what the church
has taught and the harm those teachings have caused. While reexamining patriarchy, sex, and
power she offers the hope that the “Gospel is powerful enough, transgressive enough, and
beautiful enough to heal not only the ones who have been hurt but also those who have done
the hurting.”
AUTHOR BIO
NADIA BOLZ-WEBER first hit the New York Times list with her 2013 memoir, the bitingly
honest and inspiring Pastrix, followed by the critically acclaimed Accidental Saints (2015).
A former stand-up comic and recovering alcoholic, she is the founder and former pastor
of a Lutheran congregation House for All Sinners and Saints. In Denver, Bolz-Weber speaks
at colleges and conferences around the globe.
Convergent
9781601427588
1/29/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Religion—Sexuality & Gender Studies

PRAISE FOR NADIA BOLZ-WEBER AND ACCIDENTAL SAINTS
“Unflinchingly honest (and funny) . . . You don’t have to be religious
to get something out of this book.” —NPR’s Best Books of 2015
“[Bolz-Weber] is a tatted-up, foulmouthed champion to people
sick of being belittled as not Christian enough for the right or
too Jesus-y for the left.” —WASHINGTON POST
“The amazing thing about Nadia Bolz-Weber is that she manages
to take her Christianity into corners of life where the church can
be pretty uncomfortable going.” —THE DAILY BEAST
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Another Name for Everything
Why Christ Is More Than Jesus’s Last Name

Richard Rohr
Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From one of the world’s most influential spiritual thinkers, a long-awaited
book exploring what it means that Jesus was called “Christ.”
In his decades as a globally recognized teacher, Richard Rohr has helped millions realize
what is at stake in matters of faith. Yet Rohr has never written on the most talked-about
topic in Christianity: Jesus. Most know who Jesus was, but who was Christ? Is the word
simply Jesus’s last name? Too often, Rohr writes, our understandings have been limited by
culture, religious debates, and the human tendency to put ourselves at the center.
Drawing on scripture, history, and spiritual practice, Rohr articulates a transformative
view of Jesus Christ as a portrait of how God works in the world. “God loves things by
becoming them,” he writes, and Jesus’s life was meant as a statement that humanity has
never been separate from God, except by our own negative choice.
Full of deep hope and vision, Another Name for Everything is a landmark book in the Rohr
canon and an invitation to contemplate a God who is bigger and more generous than we
ever dreamed.
AUTHOR BIO
RICHARD ROHR is a globally recognized ecumenical teacher, a Franciscan priest, and
founder of the Center for Action and Contemplation in Albuquerque. Rohr is the author of
many books, including the bestsellers Falling Upward, The Naked Now, and most recently,
Divine Dance. He has appeared on radio and TV programs such as On Being and Oprah’s
Super Soul Sunday.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Convergent
9781524762094
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$26.00
Religion—Christian Theology—Christology
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A Sin by Any Other Name

The Time Is Now

Robert W. Lee

Joan Chittister

Publicist: Megan Schumann | 212-782-9760
mschumann@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Jenny Lee | 212-572-2076 | jenlee@penguinrandomhouse.com

A Reckoning with the South’s Past and Future

A Call to Uncommon Courage

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A Robert E. Lee descendant shares his
story of growing up with the South’s most
honored name, and confronting the legacy
that came with it.

*COVER NOT FINAL
Convergent
9780525576389
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$25.00
Social Science—Discrimination & Race Relations

Robert W. Lee was a little-known associate rector at
a church in North Carolina until the Charlottesville
protests, when he went public with his denunciation
of white supremacy in a viral speech at the 2017 MTV
Awards, and in appearances on All Things Considered
and The View. But as the attention poured in, so did
the death threats. Weeks later, Lee was ousted from
his church in North Carolina.
Now Lee tells his story, detailing the steps that
caused him to think more deeply about his family
legacy, and highlighting the growing movement of
activists and everyday people who are envisioning a
new future for the South.
“One of the best things that happened to me in
the last two years was talking with Reverend Rob
Lee, and sharing ideas of how we all can do a better
as Christians, non-Christians, as human beings.”
—Whoopi Goldberg

A beloved nun and activist offers a soul-stirring guide that speaks to
those disillusioned and dissatisfied with the injustices of this world.
Convergent
9781984823410
3/5/2019
Hardcover
$18.00
Religion—Christian Life—
Spiritual Growth

AUTHOR BIO
JOAN CHITTISTER is the executive director of Benetvision, a center for
contemporary spirituality in Erie, Pennsylvania. She has received numerous
awards for her work on behalf of peace and women in church and society.

I Am with You

31 Daily Readings on How God Delivers Us from Fear

Adam Hamilton
Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Hayley Shear | 212-572-2546 | hshear@penguinrandomhouse.com

AUTHOR BIO
ROBERT W. LEE is a native of Statesville, North
Carolina, and a graduate of Duke University Divinity
School in Durham. He is a regular columnist for
the Statesville Record & Landmark, his hometown
newspaper, and an activist in racial reconciliation.
Lee lives in Boone, North Carolina, with his wife,
Stephanie, and their toy poodle, Frank.

SUMMARY

A 30-day devotional of inspiration, helping readers of all
backgrounds and life experiences nurture a lifestyle of peace,
courage, and hope.
*COVER NOT FINAL
Convergent
9781524760526
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$18.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Devotional

In I Am with You, Pastor Hamilton drew on the latest research, therapeutic
insights, biblical principles, and personal experience to untangle the knots of
fear and truly embrace Jesus’s recurring counsel to his followers: “Do not be
afraid.” In this appealing, highly practical little book, he turns more pastoral,
guiding readers in a daily spiritual practice that will counter anxiety and fear.
AUTHOR BIO
ADAM HAMILTON is pastor of Church of the Resurrection, the largest Methodist
congregation in the United States. He served on President Obama’s Advisory
Council on Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships and speaks regularly at
events like Aspen Ideas Festival.
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IMAGE

Your Life Is Worth Living

The Revised New Jerusalem Bible

50 Lessons to Deepen Your Faith

Translated by Henry Wansbrough

Fulton Sheen

Publicist: Carisa Hays | 212-782-9277 | chays@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Jenny Lee | 212-572-2076 | jenlee@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

A beautiful, updated edition of the popular and beloved New
Jerusalem Bible.

Inspiring lessons to deepen your faith from one of the leading
religious figures of the 20th century and author of the bestseller
Life of Christ.
Image
9781984823281
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$17.00
Religion—Christianity—
Catholic

AUTHOR BIO
FULTON SHEEN was one of the most influential Catholic leaders in America.
He was bishop of Rochester and TV’s first religious broadcaster, hosting Life Is
Worth Living in the 1950s on ABC. He wrote Life of Christ and Treasure in Clay.

AUTHOR BIO

Image
9780525573197
4/9/2019
Hardcover
$50.00
Religion—Biblical
Commentary

Wrestling with God

American Priest

Finding Hope and Meaning in Our Daily Struggles to Be Human

The Ambitious Life and Conflicted Legacy of Notre Dame’s
Father Ted Hesburgh

Ronald Rolheiser

Wilson D. Miscamble, C.S.C.

Publicist: Hayley Shear | 212-572-2546 | hshear@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Hayley Shear | 212-572-2546 | hshear@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The bestselling author of The Holy Longing gives an inspiring
message of hope and perseverance for all struggling with faith in
tumultuous times.

A new biography of the priest and president of Notre Dame
University who was an adviser to presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy,
Nixon, Carter, Reagan, and Clinton.
Image
9781984823434
3/12/2019
Hardcover
$28.00
Biography—Religious

158

Translator HENRY WANSBROUGH (born October 9, 1934), OSB MA (Oxon) STL
(Fribourg) LSS (Rome), born Joseph Wansbrough, is a British biblical scholar and
a monk of Ampleforth Abbey, England.

AUTHOR BIO
WILSON D. MISCAMBLE, C.S.C., chaired the history department at Notre Dame from
1993 to 1998. His primary research interests are American foreign policy since World
War II and the role of Catholics in 20th-century U.S. foreign relations.

IMAGE

*COVER NOT FINAL
Image
9780804139472
5/14/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.00
Religion—Christianity—
Catholic

IMAGE

AUTHOR BIO
RONALD ROLHEISER is a specialist in the fields of spirituality and systematic
theology. He is the author of the prizewinning The Restless Heart as well as
Forgotten Amongst the Lilies.
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WATERBROOK

Point of View

A Fresh Look at Work, Faith, and Freedom

Elisabeth Hasselbeck; Foreword by Candace Cameron Bure
Publicist: Lisa Beech | 719-268-1917 | lbeech@penguinrandomhouse.com
Publicist: Megan Perritt | 212-572-2543 | mperritt@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Recognized from her roles on Survivor, The View, and Fox & Friends,
celebrity Elisabeth Hasselbeck presents a deeply intimate journey of faith,
told through the important moments in her life.
Through her nearly two decades of broadcasting, Hasselbeck learned the necessity of
extracting the point of view of the person being interviewed. Doing so allows you to see
issues and truths through another’s eyes, and it requires a shift in perspective to see the
story through a different lens. She walks through the times—from her national celebrity
days to her newest role as CBO (chief breakfast officer)—when she saw something
differently from how God wanted her to, and the path back to His point of view was
sometimes rocky but always revealing.
Hasselbeck welcomes you into the many different, and often divergent, points of view
that she has witnessed and learned from along the way. It is a journey that brought her
to the ultimate point of view that she discovered in the Word of God—that until she sees
herself as He sees her, she is not seeing at all. As you read through the pages here, she
invites you to make the same discovery for yourself.
AUTHOR BIO
ELISABETH HASSELBECK is an Emmy Award–winning former talk-show host and New
York Times bestselling author of The G-Free Diet and Deliciously G-Free. She is a
busy mother of three and is married to ESPN/NFL correspondent and former NFL
quarterback Tim Hasselbeck. Hasselbeck and her family live in Nashville.
WaterBrook
9780525652762
4/2/2019
Hardcover
$23.00
Religion—Christian Life—Women’s Issues
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When I Pray for You
Matthew Paul Turner; Illustrated by Kimberley Barnes
Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661 | bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

From the author of When God Made You and When God Made Light comes
a beautiful and deeply meaningful prayer from a parent to a loving God,
asking for God’s presence and comfort over their child’s life.
Something about seeing a beloved child come into the world, grow, and experience the
wonder and pain of life drives adults to pray for the kids they love. Even people with no
religious affiliation will pray for the well-being of a child. When I Pray for You celebrates
the dreams, hopes, and longings we pray over for our children, and shares with the little
ones how much care, concern, and love a parent, family member, or friend feels for them.
From the moment I saw you,
I started to pray
Many big prayers and small ones,
I have sent God’s way . . .
I prayed you felt safe,
Full of joy and content
That when I whispered “I love you,”
You knew what I meant
AUTHOR BIO
MATTHEW PAUL TURNER is a blogger, speaker, and author of 16 books, including the
bestselling When God Made You and When God Made Light. Illustrator KIMBERLEY BARNES
has worked with top clients such as Little Tiger, Top That Publishing, Igloo, and Macmillan
Education. Her love of drawing has grown into a career in illustration, and she specializes
in children’s illustration.
WaterBrook
9780525650584
2/19/2019
Hardcover
$11.99
Juvenile Fiction—Religious—Christian
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The Way of the Warrior

Rockstar Grandparent

An Ancient Path to Inner Peace

How You Can Lead the Way, Light the Road,
and Launch a Legacy

Erwin Raphael McManus

Chrys Howard;
Foreword by Korie Robertson

Publicist: Lisa Beech | 719-268-1917
lbeech@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Publicist: Beverly Rykerd | 719-268-1935
brykerd@penguinrandomhouse.com

If we are to experience and establish peace,
then we must first intentionally confront the
battles that rage within.

WaterBrook
9781601429568
2/26/2019
Hardcover
$22.99
Religion—Christian Life

Our world often thinks of a warrior as someone who
dominates with external strength, maybe even at the
expense of another. But the truth is, every war ever
waged was first lost in the human heart.
The true warrior is on a far nobler quest—the quest to
realign the human soul from anxiety to peace, from pain
to empowerment. The warrior enters the arena not from
greed or for gain, but rather, to slay the artificial life so
one can pursue a life of artful intention.
Encountering true inner peace does not occur by
accident, but rather by overcoming life’s greatest
enemy—the self. The Way of the Warrior is a call to
decisiveness, self-examination, and the pursuit of
spiritual wholeness. Through the ancient biblical
practices of humility, focus, ownership, clarity, strength,
and vulnerability, McManus guides readers to a deeper
understanding of their inner workings and provides the
guidance they need to establish peace and tranquility
in their homes, neighborhoods, communities, and even
the world! In the style of a sage and well-journeyed
teacher, McManus delivers wisdom, instills passion, and
provides the sacred movements needed to become the
warrior you were meant to be.

SUMMARY

A guide to grandparenting with flair,
purpose, and fun in the age of smartphones
and social media.

WaterBrook
9780735291591
3/12/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Family & Relationships—Parenting—Grandparenting

AUTHOR BIO
ERWIN RAPHAEL McMANUS is an iconoclast, artist,
and cultural thought leader known for his integration
of creativity and spirituality. He is the founder of
MOSAIC, a church movement started in the heart of
Hollywood with campuses across Los Angeles, Orange
County, and Mexico City and a global community that
spans the world. McManus is the acclaimed author of
The Last Arrow, The Artisan Soul, Soul Cravings, and
The Barbarian Way. His books have sold more than
a million copies worldwide. He lives in Los Angeles,
California, with his wife, Kim McManus.
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Grandparenting may be different today, but it still
can be meaningful and fun for both the kids and the
adults. Today’s grandparent needs to understand
technology—how it mesmerizes grandchildren but
also enhances the opportunities to connect and
share life experiences. And while many of the roles
grandparents play in the lives of grandchildren have
changed, their most important role of influencing with
wisdom, faith, and fun remains the same. The author
addresses topics relevant to all grandparents and
also looks at the challenges of grandchildren living
in single-parent or blended families. Also included
are stories from the author’s journey with her own
grandchildren—including Sadie Robertson of the
reality-T V hit Duck Dynasty.
AUTHOR BIO
CHRYS HOWARD, mother of Duck Dynasty’s Korie
Robertson, claims she really did have a life before
Duck Dynasty. She holds a degree in elementary
education and was named to Who’s Who of American
Teachers. Howard is the president of It’s a Mom Thing
Ministries and hosts a weekly radio show and website
by the same name. She has written a number of books
with more than one million copies sold, including Kay
Robertson’s New York Times bestselling cookbook,
Miss Kay’s Duck Commander Kitchen. Howard and
her husband, John, have three grown children and 14
grandchildren. They reside in Louisiana.
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Eat, Live, Thrive Diet

Reforesting Faith

Danna Demetre
and Robyn Thomson

Matthew Sleeth, MD

A Lifestyle Plan to Rev Up Your
Midlife Metabolism

What Trees Teach Us About the Nature of God
and His Love for Us

Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661
bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Lisa Beech | 719-268-1917
lbeech@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

In a revolutionary nature walk through the
Bible, a former atheist shows that trees are
essential to understanding God.

A science-based look at why women gain
weight as they age, and a sustainable plan to
lose the pounds and inches.

WaterBrook
9780525653165
3/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$18.99
Health & Fitness—Diet & Nutrition—Diets

This innovative book unravels the mystery of why
women gain weight through the years and shows
mature women how they can not only lose excess
body fat permanently but also improve their overall
health in critical areas such as brain function,
resistance to disease, slowing down external aging,
and increasing energy. The eating plan is science
based but complemented with personal experiences
that reveal knowing what to do is rarely enough.
Taking consistent action is more than a mere exercise
of self-discipline and willpower. Included in the
pages of this book are simple steps any woman
can implement to take unhealthy thoughts captive
and replace them with life-changing truths that
can ultimately fuel new desires and behavior. Also
included are 68 practical recipes to get you started
on this sustainable, healthy way of living.

WaterBrook
9780735291751
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$21.99
Religion—Christian Life—Personal Growth

AUTHOR BIO
Author, speaker, and founder of Ageless Woman Living,
DANNA DEMETRE has been a guest on national and
local shows including Fox News Dallas, 700 Club, ABC
News Now, and Midday Connection. She lives with
her husband near San Diego. ROBYN THOMSON, an
advance clinical weight-loss practitioner, has worked
with cutting-edge nutritional companies and received
training from some of the industry’s top doctors and
scientists. Her focus is on helping people improve
their health and vitality through weight loss, healthy
eating, and gently cleansing their bodies of toxins.
She lives in San Diego with her husband.
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Perhaps we’ve missed the forest . . . and the trees.
Beginning in Genesis, every major biblical character
is associated with a tree, bush, or branch. In fact,
other than people, trees are mentioned in the Bible
more than any other living thing. Exploring how God
chose to tell the story of the Gospel through trees
opens up a whole new means of understanding
creation, redemption, and grace. Join Dr. Sleeth as
he explores the wonders of life, death, and rebirth
through the lens of trees and explains how science
is just beginning to catch up to the truths described
in the Bible thousands of years ago. This book will
unleash fresh ways of meditating upon God’s Word
and growing as a disciple of Jesus. Your walk through
the woods—and through the Bible—will never be the
same.
AUTHOR BIO
MATTHEW SLEETH, MD, resigned from his position
as an emergency room physician to teach, preach,
and write about the biblical call to be good stewards
of the earth. Recognized by Newsweek as one of
the nation’s most influential evangelical leaders, Dr.
Sleeth has spoken at more than 1,000 churches,
campuses, and events. He is a graduate of George
Washington University School of Medicine and has two
postdoctoral fellowships. He is the executive director
of Blessed Earth and author of Serve God, Save the
Planet; 24/6 and numerous creation-care books and
articles. Dr. Sleeth lives in Lexington, Kentucky.
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Prayer: Forty Days of Practice

Of Fire and Lions

Justin McRoberts and Scott Erickson

A Novel

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915 | cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

Mesu Andrews

SUMMARY

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915 | cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

A simple, profound guide with short prayers and imagery,
reflections, and suggested practices to facilitate the instinctively
human desire to pray.

SUMMARY

The Old Testament book of Daniel comes to life in this book for
fans of Lynn Austin’s Chronicles of the Kings or Francine Rivers’s
Mark of the Lion series.

AUTHOR BIO
WaterBrook
9780525653059
2/5/2019
Hardcover
$16.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Prayer

Innovative author/musician/retreat leader JUSTIN McROBERTS lives in the Bay Area.
Touring painter, performance artist, and creative Methodist priest SCOTT ERICKSON
creates art that speaks to our deepest experiences and lives in Portland.

WaterBrook
9780735291867
3/5/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Fiction—Christian—
Historical
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MESU ANDREWS, award-winning author of Love Amid the Ashes, The Pharoah’s
Daughter, Miriam, and Isaiah’s Daughter, brings the biblical world to life for her
readers through her deep understanding of and love for God’s Word.

Thrive in Retirement

Purpose

Eric Thurman

Jordan Lee Dooley

Publicist: Beverly Rykerd | 719-268-1935 | brykerd@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Beverly Rykerd | 719-268-1935 | brykerd@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Discover the three secrets to happiness in life’s later years. How
to plan for health, finances, relationships, and more. Don’t just
exist—live!

This inspiring anthem explains how to stop trying to find
your purpose and start living it instead, regardless of your
circumstances or struggles.

Breaking Through Insecurities, Expectations, and the Pressure to Prove

Simple Secrets for Being Happy for the Rest of Your Life

WaterBrook
9780735291829
2/26/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Self-Help—Personal Growth

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
ERIC THURMAN, now of retirement age, is creating a path for people desiring
meaning in the last third of their life. Thurman was a broadcast journalist and
later was an innovator in microfinance. He and his wife reside in Illinois.

WAT E R B RO O K

WaterBrook
9780735291492
3/19/2019
Hardcover
$18.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Spiritual Growth

WAT E R B RO O K

AUTHOR BIO
JORDAN LEE DOOLEY is nationally known for SoulScripts, a blog she started in
2015 with the hope of reaching women in her peer group—and in three years
it has evolved to be one of the most widely recognized Christian blogs among
young women.
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A Silken Thread

Shake Free

Kim Vogel Sawyer

Samuel Rodriguez; Foreword by Brian Houston

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915 | cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Publicity | publicity@waterbrookmultnomah.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

For readers who love warm romance and rich historical settings
comes a tale of a young woman with a heavy burden in the pursuit
of true love.

With Christ’s help, this is how to confront problems: shake them
off and go forward to new health and wholeness—physically,
emotionally, and spiritually.

A Novel

WaterBrook
9780735290129
4/2/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Fiction—Christian—
Historical

How to Deal with the Storms, Shipwrecks, and Snakes in Your Life

AUTHOR BIO
KIM VOGEL SAWYER is a highly acclaimed, bestselling author with more than
a million books in print in seven languages. Her accolades include the ACFW
Carol Award, the Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award, and the Gayle Wilson
Award of Excellence.

WaterBrook
9781601428219
4/23/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Religion—Christian Life

How Three Daughters, One Wife, and a Herd of Others
Are Making Me a Better Dad

Hearing God Daily in the Midst of Motherhood

Becky Thompson

Stoney Stamper

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915 | cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661 | bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

A refreshing, encouraging devotional book for busy, depleted
moms as an answer to their cry “Is there a way to hear God
speaking above all the noise?”
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SAMUEL RODRIGUEZ is president of NHCLC/Conela, an international group of a
half million churches. Sought after by media and government leaders, he was
the first Hispanic pastor to pray at a U.S. presidential inauguration. He lives in
Sacramento, California.

My First Rodeo

Truth Unchanging

WaterBrook
9780525652298
4/16/2019
Hardcover
$16.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Inspirational

AUTHOR BIO

AUTHOR BIO
BECKY THOMPSON authors her eponymous blog that draws a global audience of
millions. Speaking to the struggle of balancing life as a wife, mother, and daughter
of God, she is the voice for women in need of hope, healing, and God’s love.

WAT E R B RO O K

SUMMARY

WaterBrook
9780735291652
4/30/2019
Hardcover
$17.99
Family & Relationships—
Parenting—Fatherhood

WAT E R B RO O K

A funny, honest, and encouraging collection of stories that reveal
the delights of being a family man, from a guy who never dreamed
of being one.
AUTHOR BIO
STONEY STAMPER is the author of the popular parenting blog The Daddy Diaries.
His wife, April, is a successful photographer and an accomplished chicken farmer.
They have three daughters: Abby, Emma, and Grace.
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As Kingfishers Catch Fire

A Conversation on the Ways of God Formed by the Words of God

Notes

Eugene H. Peterson
Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661 | bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Living Out the Word Made Flesh
AUTHOR BIO
WaterBrook
9781601429698
5/14/2019
Trade Paperback
$16.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Spiritual Growth

1 74

EUGENE H. PETERSON, translator of The Message: The Bible in Contemporary
Language, is professor emeritus of spiritual theology at Regent College, British
Columbia, and the author of more than 30 books. He earned his master’s degree
in Semitic languages from Johns Hopkins University and also holds several
honorary doctoral degrees. In 1962 Peterson was the founding pastor of Christ
Our King Presbyterian Church in Bel Air, Maryland, where he served for 29 years
before retiring in 1991. He and his wife, Jan, live in Montana.
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Beverly Rykerd

Vice President, Director of Publicity
WaterBrook and Multnomah
719-268-1935 · brykerd@penguinrandomhouse.com

M U LT N O M A H

American Omens

Rise of the Servant Kings

Travis Thrasher

Ken Harrison

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915
cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661
bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Following the decline of the religious right,
a new threat emerges to destroy Christian
belief and liberty.

A Bible-based guide for Christian men on
all aspects of life—marriage, family, work,
friends, and relationship with God.

In this thrilling near-future novel for readers of
Jonathan Cahn, a computer programmer gifted at
creating complicated and manipulative emotional
algorithms, Cheyenne Burne, receives a cryptic
message from her father, sending her on the run
and fixing her in the crosshairs of her global tech
employer. She flees to Colorado, where she discovers
the truth of the persecution of the Christian church
in America—and discovers the existence of the
powerful group hoping to eradicate Christian faith. An
enigmatic man has a plan to disrupt the leader and his
globalists’ grip on Americans. Hutchence is a visionary
and believes he’s called to share the incendiary
Gospel message, but he’ll need the help of Cheyenne
and a band of others, who must work together to help
this modern-day prophet reveal the puppet masters
controlling a nation.

Men are hungry for authenticity and for sound and
bold biblical teaching on true masculinity. Every day
men ask themselves questions about how to be better
fathers, husbands, friends, and men, but it’s difficult
to find satisfying answers. Rise of the Servant Kings
explains that true masculinity is found in absolute
surrender to God, which always results in humble
character and is expressed in courage and generosity.
When a man truly understands God’s desires, he will
naturally express godly masculinity. Ken Harrison
weaves together his experiences as a police officer in
one of the deadliest areas of the country with many
years as a business executive and ministry leader to
share deep truths for men direct from God’s Word.

The Coming Fight for Faith: A Novel

Multnomah
9780735291782
2/12/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Fiction—Christian—Futuristic
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AUTHOR BIO
Bestselling author TRAVIS THRASHER has written
more than 50 books, including fiction, nonfiction, and
children’s literature. His inspirational stories include
collaborations with musicians such as American Idol
winner Scotty McCreery and reality-T V stars Bill
Klein and Jen Arnold from TLC’s The Little Couple.
Upcoming projects that expand Thrasher’s profile
include Olympic Pride, American Prejudice, about the
lives of the other 17 American black athletes who with
Jesse Owens competed in the 1936 Olympic Games in
Berlin, and Baby Don’t Hurt Me, about comedian Chris
Kattan’s life and time on Saturday Night Live.

MULT N O M A H

What the Bible Says About Being a Man

Multnomah
9780525653189
5/7/2019
Hardcover
$22.99
Religion—Christian Life—Men’s Issues

MULT N O M A H

AUTHOR BIO
KEN HARRISON serves as the chief executive officer of
WaterStone, a humanitarian organization that gives away
more than $1 million each week and manages a fund
of more than $400 million. Harrison started his career
as a Los Angeles police officer and received numerous
commendations and awards. After leaving the LAPD, he
built a small firm into one of the largest of its kind in
the United States. He recently became chairman of the
board of Promise Keepers, a well-known Christian men’s
organization. He has been married to his wife, Elliette,
for 27 years and they have three children. Harrison and
his family live in Colorado.
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9 Common Lies Christians Believe

Multnomah
9780735291577
2/19/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Religion—Christian Life

Becoming Us

And Why God’s Truth Is Infinitely Better

A Gather Novel

Shane Pruitt

Robin Jones Gunn

Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661 | bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

Publicist: Chelsea Woodward | 719-268-1915 | cwoodward@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

SUMMARY

God won’t give you more than you can handle. Really? Pastor
Shane Pruitt shines a light on Christian clichés that are actually
unbiblical lies.

Bestselling author of the Christy Miller series pens a So-Cal-set
book about women gathering to take on community, mothering,
and life’s challenges.

AUTHOR BIO
SHANE PRUITT and his wife, Kasi, live in Rockwall, Texas, with their five children.
He has been in ministry for more than 17 years. He currently serves as a regional
director of evangelism for the Southern Baptist Convention (Texas).

Multnomah
9780735290754
5/7/2019
Trade Paperback
$14.99
Fiction—Women

AUTHOR BIO
ROBIN JONES GUNN is the author of more than 90 books, including several series
aimed at teen girls, the Christy Miller series, Christian fiction for adult women,
and nonfiction. Her books have sold more than 4 million copies worldwide.

Chase the Lion

If Your Dream Doesn’t Scare You, It’s Too Small

Mark Batterson
Publicist: Brett Benson | 719-264-5661 | bbenson@penguinrandomhouse.com

SUMMARY

Mark Batterson invites lion chasers to pursue dreams so impossible
that victory demands we face our fears, defy the odds, and hold
tight to God.
Multnomah
9781601428875
4/23/2019
Trade Paperback
$15.99
Religion—Christian Life—
Personal Growth
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AUTHOR BIO
New York Times bestselling author of The Circle Maker, MARK BATTERSON is the lead
pastor of National Community Church. It is one of the most innovative churches in
America and operates several ministries, including the DC Dream Center.
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